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ASUSU works to revise
USU Student Code
LAURABELLAMY

Senior Ne-<.1Js
Writer
Trying to make policies
more clearly defined for
teachers and wanting to protect student rights, the
Associated Students of Utah
State University have been
working on revising the USU
Student Code.
·
According to Campus
Judicial Officer Dallin
Phillips, the revisions in the
Student Code will include
defining a classroom civility
policy, outlining timeliness
for student violations and
creating procedures for students with psychological disorders.
The civility in the classroom policy would give teachers the authority to remove
students from class and give
students the right to have a
hearing after being kicked
out, Phillips said.
"There is no provision in
the Student Code to remove
a student from a classroom if
they were very disruptive,"

Egg toss

Gardell Paul, far left, and Joan Kraus,left, chaseUSU sophomoreJon Kraus,
right, with the remnantsof eastereggs rolleddown Old Main Hill Sunday
Afternoon.

Canyons can be dangerous when
wet, tal<e caution when hiking
BILLIE READ

Staff Writer
Moist conditions in canyons
have turned some ·rewarding"
hikes into treacherous activities,
according to Kevin Cobe, director of the Outdoor Recreation
Center at Utah State University.
On April 15 a USU student
was injured by a boulder while
hiking in Logan Canyon. Sadie
Enright, 21, suffered back and
neck injuries after she was
struck by a 1.500-pound boulder in Logan Canyon. Enright
was with her parents; her
father Michael was also injured
by the boulder. Cody Williams,
21, was also with the group,
sustaining minor head injuries

after being clipped by the boulder.
Currently, Enright has been
released from Logan Regional
Hospital and is recovering in
her home.
Cobe said this kind of accident is one that is hard to
avoid because one "cannot predict rock fall: However, there
are some precautions that
should be taken when hiking.
especially off trail. he said.
Cobe said it is a good idea to
call around for information on
local hiking areas. He said
Logan has a "hiking community" composed of people with
great knowledge about the surrounding areas. Additionally, he
said the ORC provides informa-

tion about what can be expected from hikes around Logan.
Trail hiking is safer. Cobe
said. This type of hiking is done
on trails that are maintained
and beginners may find they
enjoy this type of hiking better,
he said.
No matter what kind of hiking an individual plans on
doing. Cobe suggests to always
be prepared. It is vital to have
extra supplies including clothes
and water, he said. Cobe said
packing and knowing how to
use a map and first-aid kit are
also good ideas. Lastly, Cobe
said hikers should notify someone of the areas they're going
to and the anticipated time
they will return.

Phillips said. "You'd be surprised, but problems occur
quite often."
Under the policy, which is
still in the works, teachers
could remove students for
disruptive or threatening
behavior, Phillips said. The
code will eventually outline
what can be considered disruptive behavior.
·some teachers think reading a newspaper or coming in
late is disruptive behavior."
Phillips said. ·1 think over
time those issues will be
defined. but now we're dealing with clear-cut cases."
According to former
ASUSU Academic Vice
President Emily Croshaw. one
of the code's major problems
is that it is inconsistent in
handling situations.
"We're trying to create
equal treatment," Croshaw
said. "Inconsistency won't
solve any problems."
The revision would also
include treatment of students
with psychological disorders.
"Usually students with psy-

chological disorders are discovered because they've violated some aspect of the student code," Phillips said.
"Punishing those students
doesn't solve anything."
Phillips said the counseling
and wellness center will be
helping to draft new policies
to protect and help these students.
"We're going to try to deal
with the actual problem
rather than it's symptoms."
Phillips said.
Hopefully, revising the
code will also bring it to students· attention, he said.
"Most students aren't
aware of the Student Code
and don't become aware of it
until they violate it." he said.
According to Phillips. the
Faculty Senate has been
working on the policy for
more than a year and it is
expected to be passed on to
the administration soon.
"I suppose it could be
resolved as soon as the Board
of Regents meeting in May,"
Phillips said.

Possible
addition
of honor
· codeat USU
willencourage
beha~ior,
. notset rules
•·behavior that we expect·
The honor code is only in preliminary
SeniorNewsWriter
stages right now. The committee has lookedat
several other universities' honor codes includWith a revision of the Student Code may
ing the University of Virginia and Stanford,
come the addition of an honor code.
Actording to former Associated Students of but still needs to write the code and have the
language approved.
Utah State University Academic Vice
"Something like this takes a long time to go
President EmilyCroshaw, a committeehas
been formed to draft an honor code for -USU. through and approve: Croshaw said. "It needs
to be written and rewritten and approved by
According to Campus Judicial Officer
Dallin Phillips. the honor code would not dic- our lawyers."
When the-draft is fmally written, it will
tate. lifestyle choices. to any student.
"Itwon't be like BYUor anyJ:hing."Croshaw need to be approved by lawyers and adminissaid "That's not what we're trying to do. They trators, but not students.
•Of courseTwhatever we draft willhave to
would be more suggestions about what kind
be approved by the new council. but it won't
of behavior the university encourages."
have to go to a general vote.~Croshaw said.
Phillips said the honor code probably won't
According to Croshaw, since it ..isonly a
be attached to the Student Code but would be
change in the Student Code and not the con~
a separate document
stitution, _it does not need to be approved by
"The primary reason ... is to have a very
students, only by the .ASUSUExecutive
short document that is very accessible to stu. Council.
dents." Phillips said.
Phillips said a new honor code would need
According to Croshaw. the honor code
to be approved by the ASUSU .Executive
would discourage academic dishonestyand
Council, USUPresident Geor~ H. Emert and
encourage students witnessing theating to
reportit
the Board of Regents.
Phillips said he would also run it past Vice
·we don't want to create an environment
President ofStu-dent Services Pat Terrell. the
of a tattletale system." Croshaw said. ·we just
Educational Policies Committee and the
want something that when all students come
to USU they are aware of the standard of
faculty Senate.
lAIJRA BELLAMY

USU's Class of 2000 prepares itself for upcoming commencement
UTAH STAT£ UNIVERSITY

MediaRelations
Armed with the as-yetunnamed '00. the 3.827 graduates of Utah State
University's class of 2000
receive their diplomas and
accolades May 6. The university ceremony takes place at
9:30 a.m. in the USU Dee
Glen Smith Spectrum. following the academic procession
that begins in the Taggart
Student Center at 8:30 a.m.
USU's eight colleges hold
separate events around campus in the afternoon.
Among those receiving
honorary degrees is Kip
Thorne, author of "Black
Holes and Time Warps:
Einstein's Outrageous Legacy,"
and the Feynman Professor of
Theoretical Physics at the
California Institute of
Technology. He will give the
commencement address.
Honorary degrees also will
be bestowed on William
Leftwich. Ray Marshall. Don
Olsen and Alison C. Thorne.
The class of 2000 includes

KIPTHORNE
3,062 receiving bachelor's
degrees, 685 master's degrees,
66 doctorates and four educational specialist degrees.
Kip Thorne is one of the
preeminent theoretical physicists in the world. He is a
friend of Stephen Hawking
and appeared in the PBS special "Hawking's Universe." He
was also in the video version
of "A Brief History of Time."
The son of former USU
professors Alison Thorne and
the late D. Wynne Thorne, he
is an expert on black holes
and a proponent of numerous theories about the laws of

physics. He was a professor of
theoretical physics at the
California Institute of
Technology from 1970
through 1991 before being
named the Feynman
Professor. With an international reputation, he has been
a visiting lecturer in Italy,
France, Canada, Germany,
Chile and the former Soviet
Union. He holds honorary
degrees from Illinois College
and Moscow University.
Leftwich oversees the
equal opportunity policies of
the Department of Defense
worldwide. He has been
superintendent of employment for the Chicago Park
District and principal adviser to the U.S Department of
Defense in matters of equality and fairness.
He serves as the
Department of Defense project officer on the White
House committee to develop
and report on activities in
support of "One America in
the 21st Century: The
President's Initiative on
Race: He personally answered

°'MWAM
UFT'MOl
President Clinton's call to
conduct roundtable discussions about race relations and
has hosted nearly 50 discussions.
Marshall. Secretary of
Labor in the Carter administration, currently chairs the
board of trustees of the
National Center on Education
and the Economy and is a
board member of the
Economic Policy Institute and
a member of the Citizens·
Commission on Civil Rights.
He is author of more than
30 books and innumerable
other publications dealing

with labor and economic policy. Most recently, he held the
Audre and Bernard Rapoport
Centennial Chair in
Economics and Public Affairs
at the University of Texas at
Austin. He has taught at the
University of Kentucky,
Louisiana State University,
the University of Mississippi
and San Francisco State
University.
Olsen is one of the world's
foremost authorities on the
creation and implantation of
artificial organs and was the
first in the world to successfully implant an artificial
heart in a calf.
He began a veterinary
career in Cache Valley before
becoming Extension veterinarian at the University of
Nevada. At the University of
Utah's Artificial Heart
Institute, he carried out more
successful artificial heart
implants in cattle. Dr. William
DeVries ask him to serve as
the primary surgical consultant on the first implantation
of an artificial heart in a
human being. Since then. he

has been at the epicenter of
research on artificial organs.
Though retired from the university he continues to be
involved in artificial heart
research.
Alison Comish Thorne was
the first woman to receive a
doctorate in consumption
economics from Iowa State
University and has been
involved in social change and
economic justice for more
than seven decades.
She taught in four departments at USU. She has been
active with the Logan Board
of Education, Cache Migrant
Council. Community Action
Programs, the Governor's
Commission on the Status of
Women in Utah. the State
Building Board, the State
Department of Employment
Security, the Governor's
Committee on Children and
Youth and the Women's
Center for Lifelong Learning.
to name a few. She is the
mother of five youngsters,
including Kip Thorne who is
also receiving an honorary
degree.
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Petition asks for support on religious, moral issues
The writer of an assumedly
"anonymous· petition that
has been circulating at Utah
State University and in the
City of Logan said she didn't
mean for her identity to be a
mystery.
Melanie Smith, a resident
of Logan who is not a student
at USU, began the petition in
an effort to bring up issues
that will "inspire the leaders
of USU to have integrity to
defend those things that they
know to be right."
"I've written letters before
with my name," she said. "No
one has said anything until
it's anonymous."
Smith said she distributed
1,000 copies of the petition,
which addresses issues of
morality and religion, during

Crimeat USU
wayup
BRIAN CARTER

Staff Writer

The Utah State University
Police Department is "almost
overwhelmed" with increasing
theft reports and trying to
wrap up its cases before the
end of the year, said James
Nye, an investigator with USU
Police.
The last two weeks of any
semester the opportunity for
theft increases, Nye said.
Students moving out of
their dorms and apartments
tend to leave doors open or
unlocked. he said. CD's, laptops, books and backpacks are
the most common items stolen,
he said.
·1 think we need to be more
cautious. You can be in and out
in 30 seconds with a pair of
skis,"Nye said. "People need to
pay a little more attention to
their property these next two
weeks."
According to Nye, theft is

other activities maintain
respect in language and
morality, time be allowed at
the beginning of classes for
prayer and the Pride! Alliance
be disacknowledged.
Smith said she hopes students will be able to vote on
the issues she has named in
the petition and possibly
change the current policy.
Former Associated
Students of USU President
Nate Anderson said while students are allowed to take surveys or opinion polls on any
issue, their ability to change
policy is advisory in nature.
·students do have an ability to influence university
decision-making, but do not
have the authority to enact
policy changes by a majority
vote," he said.
Smith's petition also asks
that all non-profit organiza-

the weekend of April 14. She
said she had no help and has
been alone in the entire
process.
Although it is against campus policy to put fliers on
cars, Smith said she put her
petition on car windshields in
campus lots because she
could see no other alternative.
"It was a hard thing," she
said. "It was like choosing
between two evils. It wasn't to
be dishonest or disobedient.
It's something I believe in and
that was the only way I could
go about it."
Smith is asking individuals
to sign the petition and mail
it to individuals in various
positions of authority at USU
and in the state. Among other
things, the petition asks that
creationism be allowed to be
taught in school, sports and

LEAH
L CULLER
Assistant N1:t.Vs
Editor

•

tions have the same rights as
campus organizations and be
allowed to participate in
door-to-door solicitation in
on-campus housing.
John Ringle, associate
director of USU Housing, said
there was a suggestion made
from ASUSU to allow door-todoor solicitation. The decision
was made by the Resident
Hall Student Association that
students shouldn't be bothered all the time, he said.
·we have an obligation to
residents to manage all the
intrusion into their daily
lives," he said.
Ringle said he has received
two petitions from a married
couple. The couple was
unavailable for comment.
Concerning Smith's petition and ideas, Ringle said he
feels it is a very extremist
position to take.

"It's not very inclusive of
all diversity," Ringle said. "It's
a step backward in human
relations."
Smith. however, said there
is ·no diversity where right
and wrong is concerned." She
said she wants to disacknowledge the Pride! Alliance
because it is ·unfair to promote or support any group
that promotes an act that can
only bring sorrow to this
world."
"I believe homosexuality is
a choice just as I can choose
to be moral or immoral," she
said.
Smith said although this
issue has created controversy.
she isn't trying to upset people.
"I don't like contention. I
like peace," she said. "But I
am afraid to offend God
more than people."

killer
lastfewweeksBailrevokedfor Mormon

the most common crime at
USU and resulted in $70,CXX>
of
lost USU and personal property in 1999 and $100,CXX>
in
1998. The Taggart Student
Center and on-campus housing
areas around the Junction are
the most common locations for
property theft, Nye said.
·The amount of stolen property varies from year to year. It
depends on the quality of the
students on campus," Nye said.
USU Police officers are able
to recover about 20 percent of
stolen property. Nye said.
When they find stolen property, Nye said. campus police are
usually good at running a
search of related property and
returning it to the owner. he
said.
"The tragedy is we do come
across a ton of stolen property
and we don't know where it
came from. It is rare to find the
owner because the property
was never reported stolen," Nye
said.

I

"Even when a theft is
reported it is difficult to investigate because there is usually no
evidence or witnesses," Nye
said.
To return stolen property.
Nye said it is helpful to have
serial numbers and write
names on items. Property
recovered by USU Police can be
sold at the university's bid sale
after the police have held it for
90 days, Nye said.
With the end of the year
approaching, Nye said they are
also trying to wrap up cases as
fast as possible.
"If you've got a warrant for
your arrest, go take care of it,"
Nye said. "We got a whole
bunch of people and we'll catch
up to you."
Nye said USU Police will, in
the next two weeks. arrest
those students and a professor
who have bench warrants for
their arrest unless they come
in and resolve the matter on
their own.

SALTLAKECITY (AP)- A
British judge has revoked bail
for Robert Elmer Kleasen, suspected of killing two Mormon
missionaries in Texas more
than 25 years ago. and he will
be kept in jail pending sentencing for weapons violations.
Kleasen has been free on
bail since March 17 when he
pleaded guilty to four firearms
charges in England, v.here he
has lived since 1990. On April
10, police in Hull arrested him
while he allegedly was
attempting to flee the country.
On Wednesday, Grimsby
Crown Court Judge Michael
Heath said he considered
Kleasen a flight risk and
revoked bail. Kleasen, 67. faces
up to five years in prison on
charges of illegal possession of
weapons and ammunition.
Kleasen spent two years on
death row for the slaying of a
Mormon missionary in Texas
but the conviction was over-

turned.
In 1974, Kleasen lived in a
trailer behind a taxidermy
shop in the hills west of
Austin, Texas. That Oct. 28,
two missionaries were to dine
with him.
Police believe Gary Darley,
20. of Simi Valley, Calif.. and
Mark Fischer. 19, of
Milwaukee, kept that date and
were shot to death.
Police found Fischer's
bloody watch and bullet-punctured name tag in Kleasen's
trailer. The victims' bodies
never were found .
Investigators did find blood
and body tissue on a band
saw in the taxidermy shop,
and prosecutors at Kleasen's
1975 murder trial alleged he
dismembered the victims and
buried the remains.
A jury found Kleasen
guilty, but an appeals court
overturned the conviction.
based on a faulty search warrant.

PoliceeLoTTER
Information detailed in this section is a
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Friday,April 14
Sunday,April16
• USU Policeassistedthe Narcotics • USU Policereceiveda reportof
Strikeforce in the arrestof several
USU Housingresidents.
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• USU Policereceivedthe reportof
somedamagedoneto a pianoin the
Ft'neArts Center. •

an individualridinga motorcycle
on privatepropertyin West
Stadium Villa.
• USU Policerespondedto an elevatoralarmin MountainView

Tower.

staff report obtained from USU Police incident reports.
• An individualreportedbeing
assa.ulted
whilein the Parking
Terrace.

• A dog wasfound runni11gloose
in the TaggartStudent Centerand
returnedto itsoumer,

Tuesday,April18

• An individualreportedthatthe
hub capsfrom his carwerestolen
fromtheparkinglot ofMountain

• An individualreportedthe theft
of herbicyclefrom the bikerack
betweenMorganand JonesHalls.

Logan.
• TwofE11141e
juvenileswerepickinganindivid-ual'sflawersin the.

• A stolensptifdlimit signwas

USUTrailerCourt.Theywere
W4rned
alxmttheiractions.

rec()Vered
froma roomin Snow.
Hall.

ving a motorcycleon the sidewalk
on fheeastsideof Old Main.

• USU Policerespondedto an
emergencyphonealann at Valley
View Tawer.No one in the area
neededassistance.It wasafalse
alarm.

Saturday,Aptil t S
Monday,April17
• Policereceiveda reportof a bro•
.kenwindowin theTaggartStudent USU Policerespondedto assist
ambulancepersormelwith a
Center.Thewindcrwis valuedat
$6()().
possibleheartattackin North

Wednesday.April 19
• An individual
was citedfordri-

• USU Policerespondedto a noise
complainton the lµwn north of
SnowRall.A largegroupthere .
was warned.

ViewTcn.ver.

ffyou luweany i11/ormatiolt
aboutthesf!ONl11JI
othercrimes.,
cpnlllctthe USU Policeat 791-.
1939 or ta retnnln1111011J/lflous?
call

NewseR1eFs
> 'Pistol-packin'
mamas'
to rally
SALTLAKECITY (AP)
- Self-proclaimed "pistol
packin' mamas" plan to
rally at the state Capitol to
oppose the Million Mom
March, a gathering
planned by mothers backing gun control.
"We are sick and tired
of the irrational gunhaters exploiting defenseless children and families
to push their fanatical
anti-gun legislation," said
Janalee Tobias. president
of the Women Against
Gun Control.
Disarming women
makes them ..easy prey for
the ruthless criminals,"
said Tobias, who instead
wants women and children
taught gun safety.
The pro-gun control
Million Mom March is
scheduled for Mothers'
Day, focusing on a rally in
Washington. with others
held in cities around the
country. Organizers are
pushing for safety locks on
guns, gun-owner licensing.
background checks for
purchases and a waiting
period for gun buys.
An announcement of
Saturday's counter-protest
said. "One million mothers
are coming after your
guns! ..
Richard Mack, a former
Arizona sheriff who helped
overturn part of the Brady
Bill in a U.S. Supreme
Court decision, will be the

> Utahwoman
wins$9 million
LASVEGAS(AP)- A
Utah woman says she wants
to pay all her bills and see
about adopting two children
after winning a $9,632.620
Megabucks jackpot.
Cathie Allred and her
husband, Willie. had driven
from their home in St
George to the Oasis Resort
Casino in Mesquite, Nev.
Wednesday night for dinner
and some entertainment.
She said she started playing with $20 and the
machine kept paying off for
over an hour.
'Then the Megabucks hit
and even though I saw the
numbers , I grabbed a slot
attendant and asked her
how much I had really
won," she recalled.
Allred said she won
$8,500 several years ago
and was overwhelmed.
"Now I'm just speechless,"she said.
Allred, 37, has three children and is district manager
for The Spectrum newspaper in St. George.
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The secret to success:
Hometown atmosphere and great food at local drive-in
ribs. Good, home-style, slow cooked
barbecue ribs - the kind of ribs the
meat just falls off. Ribs so good some
Here·s a question for all the marpeople caII them the best in town.
keting and economics gurus out
·1 think they're as good as any
there: How does a restaurant that
around." said Jon Pitcher. a regular at
doesn't have a big name, a fancy
Eddie's Restaurant. "Everything he's
building or the luxury of being the
got is a little bit better (than the comonly hamburger joint in town make
petition) and a little bit cheaper. I
money?
think it's really picked up for him
If one looked hard enough, he or
here lately, and I think it's because he
she could probably find a graph or a
puts forth a good product. There ain't
magical economic equation that
a thing on (the menu) that I'd really
answers this question. It's possible the turn down."
answer might be hidden somewhere
So in reality, it's more than just the
in some supply and demand curves
ribs that keep people like Pitcher
- lodged between guns and butter.
coming back to Eddie's. His product is
But that type of research isnt necmore than just ribs: that's only the
essary. One need look no further
tip of the iceberg. His service is quick.
than Eddie Baker. owner of Eddie's
the food is fresh and the atmosphere
Restaurant at 695 So. Main Stree in
isfrier1\ily.
Smithfield. It just so happens that his
"We still do their fast food stuff.
restaurant fits the description per.but we use fresh patties." Baker said
fectly.and he has the answer to the
as he tossed some freshly cut mushquestion.
rooms on the grill. bathed them in
"You'vegot to have a unique prod- butter and threw on a dash of seauct," Baker said. "You'vegot to be able soning. "There's nothing too good for
to chance the rapids and dance the
your fellow human being. Why not
tides. l know I've got a unique prodgive it your best shot?"
uct·
That philosophy is the foundation
What's his product? Barbecued
on which Baker has established his
restaurant. Why not offer the best?
That's the approach Baker has taken
with his restaurant, and after a rough
beginning a year ago. he said it's
starting to pay dividends.
·we·re starting to show signs of
life."Baker said. "Boydid I ever get in
debt. But I'm relentless. I know I can
succeed."
Baker.who turned 46 on Tuesday,
attacks everything with that same
relentless zeal. His resume reads,
"There is no greater freedom than
l::, the freedom that we have in this
country to achieve." And Baker has
taken advantage of that freedom to
achieve everywhere from the oil
fields of Texas to the kitchens of
Eddie Baker cuts some ribs beforeth~ow- • Utah.
' '
.
ing thitOn the pot of barbecuesauce. , , ...,. H_egraduated ~rom Kilgore CoII~ge
Bakerseroesall-you-can-eatribsfor $8.75
m Kilgore, Texas, m May of 1982 With
an associate's degree in oil and gas
USEY HOBSON

Sports Editor

Eddie Baker, owner of Eddie's Restaurant in Smithfield, pulls ribs out of a pot in the kitchen of his restaurant. Eddiehas owned

the restaurantfor just over a year. Eddie's is locatedat 695 So. Main Street in Smithfield.

technology - "drilling holes in
Mother Earth." as he calls it.
Unfortunately, the oil market fell
through the floor around that same
time and Delta Drilling in Tyler,
Texas, laid him off. Baker had been
working as a roughneck for Delta,
handling the equipment, connecting
pipe and drilling holes.
·rrs fun," he said. ·1 thought rJ be
working for those guys all my life."
After two years of applying for jobs
throughout the oil industry, Baker

Internships offer insight and experience
going into for a job."
Opportunities are out there for
any student who wants an internFive years ago she wasn't intership. Scheaffer said.
ested in working for a big account·often times there are more
ing firm and told her counselor she
opportunities than we have studidn't want to apply for the interndents applying for." she said.
ship with a large Salt Lake-based
Counselors in the Career
international public accounting
Services Center focus on the career
firm.
fields specific to the majors.
Now Utah State University alum - Scheaffer said . These counselors
na Tami Van Tassell is manager of
know the job market and hiring
PricewaterhouseCoopers Global
trends of careers in each major and
can help guide students through a
CaI?ital Markets Group in Sweden.
"Remember the conversation we
path that will ultimately lead to
success in the career field.
had about 4 and one-half years ago
when I didn't know what to do out
·1 would definitely recommend
students come here for guidance."
of college?" she wrote in a recent eLyons said.
mail to her counselor, Melissa
Scheaffer, assistant director of USU
The center will direct students to
Career Services at . ·1
a career counselor within
guess you could say
their own college as well.
it's all your fault I'm
'Moststudents These counselors can do
now living abroad
much to help, but landdon'tget started ing a successful internworking for PwC."
Van Tassell's is only
earlyenough. ship depends mostly on
the student, who can
one of many success
stories that have come Junioryearthet/re increase chances in a
of ways.
out of the internship
going'Oh my gosh, number
Even at the freshman
program at USU.
level it's important to
Scheaffer said.
I needto doan
start thinking about and
"Students become
internship."
preparing for an internso much more marship, Lyons said.
ketable. Employers
"Most people don't get
look at that and say
•jo\NLIDNS•
started
early enough," she
'That person's really
CareerServices
said . "Junior year they're
motivated . That pergoing. 'Oh my gosh, I
son's got some great
need to do an internskills:· said Jan Lyons,
ship.'"
an assistant director at Career
Starting early means researching
Services.
Over 60 percent of interns get a
different possibilities, working to
become a desirable candidate and
job offer from the business they
networking .
intern with, Lyons said.
"The more-you know about the
An internship can also help valiinternship, the better," Lyons said. ·1
date a student's choice of major,
would recommend trying to get on
Scheaffer said .
the home page of different compa "It helps you get a real picture of
nies you're interested in and learn
what it's really like to do the job
as much as you can."
you're majoring in." she said.
Research can help a student
Attesting to this is Brooke Linton,
hone in on specific skills companies
who graduated with a bachelor's in
they are interested in are looking
accounting from USU in December
for. Students should also bear in
and is finishing an internship with
mind the basics that all companies
another Salt Lake accounting firm .
are looking for - motivation, good
"Now I feel so much more confiorganization. leadership and people
dent in the direction that I'm
skills.
going," she said . "Even though I had
·students want to do things
goop grades in the classroom, I didwhile they're in school to build
n't necessarily know what I was
LARA GALE

Staff Writer

these up," Lyons said. "You don't
have to be involved in student government. though that's certainly a
good thing to do. There are a lot of
organizations you can get involved
in where you have to work with
people."
She said reading and writing
skills are also a must.
"You make sure you learn how to
write," she said. "When you get out
in the world, you have to write all
the time. There are memos and all
kinds of things where people are
going to expect succinct. good writing."
Students can also take major
strides toward success by network ing.
"Seventy percent of people who
get full-time jobs say they get them
through networking," Scheaffer said
Students can network by attending or volunteering to host at career
fairs, talking to professors and talking with people involved in the
career field they are interested in.
"A lot of good internships are set
up that way, so a student shouldn't
hesitate and be shy," Lyons said.
It's never too late for a student
to look for an internship, but the
ideal is to start looking as a freshman and be ready to apply after
sophomore year. This way a student
has the opportunity to learn early
in their major if it's right for them.
It also allows time for a second
internship later on if desired,
Scheaffer said.
Lyons suggested students arrange
their schedules early to go to school
during Summer Semester and find
an internship for Fall Semester
when fewer students are competing
for a spot.
The Career Services Center has
many resources in addition to coun selors to help students apply for
internships. including a short video
and pamphlets to guide them
through the process of writing a
resume and cover letter and inter viewing.
Many companies set application
deadlines for summer internships
as early as January, but there are
still opportunities available for students interested in intern1ng this
summer.

left Texas. He spent nine years in
Alaska, then moved to Utah. Now his
restaurant is his passion. He greets
his customers with a smile, calls them
by name and chats with them while
cooking their meals.
"It seems like everyone that comes
in here , he knows them," said Luis
Pitcher. another regular at Eddie's
Restaurant and Jon's brother . "Now
whether or not he does, I don't know,
but it seems like he does."
Maybe that's all part of the prod-

uct Baker offers. Maybe it's not just
great ribs and good prices. Maybe it's
a more complete package - a dining
experience based not only on good
food. but a pleasant atmosphere: the
type of scene one might find on a
"Cheers" rerun .
How dose one succeed with a
restaurant like Baker's? The answer
isn't in any graphs or thick textbooks.
It's in the product offered.
And according to several loyal customers. Baker offers a good one.

Finding love, friends online
AsTA YTRE

UNC - ChapelHill

Michelle Scuba, a junior business
major at the University of Nevada
at Las Vegas, and her boyfriend
Huang, who lives outside San
Francisco. have been together for
almost a year.
They live far away from each
other. but talk on the phone every
day and meet once a month . They
are planning to get married soon
and talk about having kids one day.
All of this having flowed from a
chance meeting not at school. in a
bar or at a religious service - but
in a chat room.
More and more people have discovered. and now pref er, meeting
new friends and significant others
without leaving the safety of their
homes. where they can simply log

on to the Internet
Scuba said she preferred meeting
people online first because the pool
to chose from was more diverse and
from a larger area.
"When you go out and meet people, you exclude because of looks,
and you could exclude the right
person," she sai<l.·1 have met people from all over the world online."
Scuba also maintains that couples who meet online get a better
start because the foundation of
their relationship is based on strong
communication
"They find out right from the
start that all they have is communication. and if they can hold on to
that, it is good," she said.
There are chat rooms and dating
services for all kinds of interests

JumptoONLINE.Ea.ge._L.
_

Swingin'
GlennMiller
style
MEDIARELATIONS

Utah State University

Jump, jive and swing with the Utah State University Alumni
Association's one -time show. ·swingin' Through WWII,"at 7 p.m.
May 13 in the Utah Jet Center hangar at the Logan-Cache
Airport
The Cache County alumni present the Sunburst Singers and
Crestmark Orchestra in a special dinner and dance. The band and
singers have performed in numerous events locally and through out Utah. The music is reminiscent of the Glenn Miller Orchestra's
big band sound from World War II.
The floorshow presented by the Sunburst Singers is modeled
after the USO shows presented to troops serving in England during
the war. according to Emma Rae Eyre, Cache County Alumni president.
"The whole evening is an exciting return to the swinging days of
the big bands," Eyre said. ·it includes a delicious dinner, a patriotic
USO tribute to the troops and dancing to that great 1940s music."
Tickets are $29.95 plus tax and handling. Tickets and information are available at 797-1738.
The Cache Alumni Association is also seeking nominations for
its first-ever Cache County Alumni Award to be presented during
the May 13 Swingin' Through WWII show. The association seeks to
recognize with the award, a resident of Cache County and USU
graduate for outstanding service and contributions to the university. according to Bernice Mccowin, chapter vice president.
Nomination forms can be picked up at the USU Alumni House
or at the Sports Academy. Additional information and nomination
forms are also available from Mccowin at 753 -5570.
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Busted?
Opera
foryou

Workaholics
Severalemployees ofthe UtahState UniversityPhysical
Plant. haven't misseda day of work in years.They were

recentlyhonoredby the organizationfor theirdedicationto
their work.The amount of yearswith spotlessrecordsvariedfrom 6 to 18. PhysicalPlant employeesare responsible
for keepigthe campuscleanand in workingorderwith jobs
includingcustodial,maintanceand grounds work. From
left to right:Larry Kidman, 18 years;Roger Yost, 6 years;
Dale Elwood,6 years;CraigJohnson,8 yearsand Steve
Nelson 13 years.
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WILLIMANTIC,
Conn. ([MS) - Minor violations of campus code land students at
Eastern ConnecticutState Universitya seat at
the opera.
After findingthat free ticketsto the opera
and symphonydidn't generate much interest
among students, KirkPeters,associatedean of
student affairsestablishedthe university's
AlternativeRestitutionProgram,which gives
students guiltyof minor offensesa choice
between performingcommunityserviceor
attending an opera performance.
So far,about 50 students have taken Peters
up on the show. Amongthem is Felipe
Dossou, a first-yearstudent cited for tearing
up the women·ssoftballfield during a raindrenched pick-upfootballgame. Dossousaid
he'd alwaysthought the opera was a "rich.
snobby" thing to do, but would definitely
return now that he's actuallybeen.
Despitethe chance to attract new fans,officialsat the ConnecticutOpera have complained about having their art being presented
as a form of punishment, but Petersshrugs off
the criticism.
"Myidea was to raise the bar here anywayI
could,"he said.
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Did you lcno"" they could be contacted
violate certain points of the Student

Recent changes have now made this possible if you are under 21 and commit a disciplinary violation of the alcohol or controlled substances provisions.
No matter what your age, the Student Code prohibits possession,
consumption,
or distribution of alcoholic beverages on campus; and the possession,
consumption, or distribution of hallucinatory, narcotic, or
other illegal drugs. Anyone breaking these rules as well as any city, state, or federal regulations on or off campus are in
violation of the policy and may be subject to university discipline. And there are more things you should know.....
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ARTICLEV. University Regulanons
The student at Utan State University ,s a member of [V,;O commun 1t1cs-tne CIVIiand
the educat,onal . The regulations of both communities are applicable to tr1est:...dcnt.
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SECTION I . Off-Campus Conduct
The University ,s concerned and involved wth student conduct bC1th on and off campus. The University Standards apply to violations committed on car pus, on any proper
ty owned, leased, or controlled by the University, or ;it .cmy ouwor1 wrne c1 ~tucJe,, ,s
engaged in an official University activity or the student represents the l.J•wers1ty,as well
as occurring ,n practicum, 1nternsh1p,student field trip, studert teach1ng. and ,ndependent study settings. Students may also be subject tu disc;ipltnaryactioo for a v1olat,onof
federal, state, or local law or of University Standards which Cl{c1.1rs
olh<irJlpus Wilen
conduct occurs off-campus, 1he Vice President for Saudcnt Ser:v,ce.5,
II .once n with
University attorney(s) and other University officials, shall determne wnether disciplinary
action should be undertaken.
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Want to l<now what they are?
The following are excerpts from the Student Code 1r recyirch lc c1:wr10/,totJcicco,
and other drug use; violence and sexual assault issues:as we'' a' poss,t,c d1sopl1nary
actions for each .
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if you
Code?

SECTION3. Violations of University Standards
A. The following act1vit1es
have been found to interfere with University functions or
threaten the well-being and the educational purposes of studerits and SL;bjectthe -;tudent to d1sc1plineunder the provisions of this Code The following Ii.stof violations 1srot
an al/ inclusive fist; other misconduct may also subject the student to d1~ciplinc
2. Possessing,consuming, selling, d1stribut1ng,mam..factunng, and/or storing any
alcoholic beverage on campus (or property owned or controlled by the Un1vers1ty,
including atnlet,c events) or at any off-campus Urwersity function or eve•1t Orf-campus
University functions are subject to federal. stare. and iocal laws /SPe Drug and Alcor10/Free Workplace pamphlet for summaries of these laws.) Ariy students wr10 choose to
drink off-campus are expeqed to obey federal, state, and local laws and ma1nta1n
responsrble control over their drinking .
3. Possessing,using. selling, manufacturing, or distributing any fial/uc1natory, nar
cot1c. illegal, or controlled substance, as defined by federal or state laws, except as
expresslypermitted by such laws. /See· Drug and Alcohol-Free Workplace pamphlet for
summaries of these laws /
4. Possessing,purchasing, selling, distributing, atten°pt1r1gto possessor purchase,
or offering to sell or distribute any psychotoxic chemical solvent (as defined by state
lawf, either on campus (or property owned or controlled by the University, including
athletic events) or at any off-campus University sponsored function or event Also. 1ntent1onal/ysmelling or inhaling the fumes of any such psychotox,c ci 1ern1cc:11
solvent for the
purpose of causing a condition of intoxication, inebriation, excirement, stupefaction, or
dulling of the brain or neNous system.
5. Smoking ,n (or within 25 feet of an entry to/ any indoor building owned or
controlled by the University (1nclud1ngthe football stadium) or. 1fu'lder the age of 19,
smoking or otherwise using any c,gar, cigarette. or tobacco product ,n any form.
Selling, offering for sell. giving, or furnishing / I ) any cigar, cigarette. or tobi.1c-coprocJuct
1nany form to any person under 19 years of age, or (2/ any "clove cigarette" (as
defined by state law/ to any person, either on campus (or property owned or controlled
by the University. including athletic events/ or at any off-campus University sponsored
function or event.
6. Using University funds or any funds under the management and control of the
University to defray the cost of purchase or consumption of alcoholic beverages either
on or off campus.
24. Wrongfully inRicting physical or mental duress, llarm, or ~b_useupon another
person, including but not limited to verbal abuse, threats and 1nt1midat1on,stalking, sexual violence, arson, and murder
a. Utah State University will nor tolerate sexual assault/violence 1r any form,
1nclud1ngincidents which arise 1n acquaintance and date situations. Where there ,s reasonable cause that a sexual assault/violence has occurred, the University will pursue
strong disciplinary action, including the possibility of suspension or expulsion from the
University
b. Stalking occurs when /I) a student intentionally or knowingly engages 1na
course of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable person
to fear bodily injury or to suffer emotional distress. (2) the student has knowledge or
should have knowledge that the specific person will be placed ,n reasonable fear of
bodily injury or will suffer emotional distress;and /3) the student's conduct induces fear
1nthe specific person of bodily injury or causes emotional distress The course of conduct must have occurred on [V,;O or more occasions. and consist of either (a) ma1nta1n-

,ng a visual or physical proximity to the specific person or /b) conveying verbal or written
threats. or threats implied by conduct, or a combination thereof, directed at or toward
the specific person
25 Sexuarharassment. Sexual harassment ,s defined under the Utah State University
Pol:cy Number 339, Utah State University Policy Manual, as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature, when.
a submission to such conduct ,s made either expl,otly or 1mp1Jc1tly
a term or condit1on of an 1ndiv1dua/'semployment or a student's academic success.
b submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis
for employment or academic demions affecting such individuals.
c such conduct unreasonably interferes with an individual's work or academic
,oerforrnc1nceor creates an ,nt,m,dating, hostile, or offensive workin_q or learnin~aenvironment
· Sexual harassment may include. but is not limited to· ( I ) continued or reReated
verbaJabuse of a sexual nature; (2/ repeated offensive sexual flirtations. advances, propo...'j1t1ons.
(3) graphic verbal commentaries about an individual's body, (4) .sexuallydegrading words useo to describe an 1nd1vidual;and (5) sexual assault/violence.
ARTICLEIV Discipline
The purposes for disciplinary action are: (I/ to maintain the University's integrity as an
eduCational institution; /2) to protect the rights of individuals; and /3/ to help individuals
solve their problems. The procedures in this Article are structured to deal uniformly and
fairly with .students. The disc1pl1naryprocedures are not subject to the same procedural
due process as ,s established in criminal and civil courts.
SECTION I Penalties
B If the University determines that a student has committed a disciplinary violation of
the alcohol or controlled substance provisions and the student is under age 21 the
University may disclose, 1nwriting, to the student's parent(s) or guardian notice of said
v1olat1on
G. A hold on a student's adm1ss1on,registration or financial aid ,snot an independent
penalty, but rTklY be utilized by the University as a means to either direct a student's attention to, and subsequem participation in, a pending disciplinary (or grievance proceeding)
or obtain the student"s compliance with a penalty which has been imposed, or other
action which has been taken, under the Student Code.
SECTION2. Reporting Violanons of Campus Rules and Regulations
The Vice President for Student SeNicesshall be responsible to the President of the
Univers,ty for all matters pertaining directly, or indirectly. to non-academic d1.sc1pl1ne
or student conduct. All violations or suspected v1olat1onsof UnNersity rules and regulations,
including the Student Code, shall be reported to the Vice President for Student SeN1ces,
and anyone may so report. It ,s the duty of faculty, staff, and students to report such violanons
·
SECTION6. D1sopl1neRegarding Non-academic Violations
A. Non-academic violations may require one or a combination of the following penalties 'see Article VI, Section I .A., pages 13- 14): (I) warning or reprimand ; (2) probation,
(3/ suspension; (4/ expulsion; (5) extra fee assessment,(6) payment of restitution, /7/ withholding transcripts; /8/ temporary and/or permanent removal from a class; (9/performance of community seN1ce:(I 0/ referral to psychological counseling or substance abuse
office, and ( I I) other appropriate disciplinary actions.
SECTION8. Recording and Disclosure of the Penalty
B. Upon the specific written release of the student, the Vice President for Student
SeNices shall make available a copy of the final University Judicial Board report which has
resulted 1na disciplinary action of probation, suspension, expulsion, or denial or revocanon of degree to a prospective/present employer; parent (if the student is over the legal
age), and other persons or entities. If a report is not available because a hearing was nat
conducted, a summary statement regarding the disposition of the violation shall be provided. Such a report or summary statement will be disclosed. without the prior consent of
the student. to another educational institution that has requested the record and at
which the student seeks or 1ntendssto enroll; but the University will make a reasonable
attempt to notify the student (or his or her parent if under the legal age) of the disclosure
and, upon request. provide the student a copy of the record that was disclosed. No
other 1nformat1onshall be provided to a third party without the express written direction
of the student.

WANT TO l<NOW ALL THE STANDARDS YOU ARE BEING HELD TO?
You can find the whole student code on the web at:

<http://www.usu.edu/..-.stuserv/SCode/>
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llahSlate TEXTBOOK ADOPTION
BOOKSTORE REPORT As of 5 pm, April 17, 2000
UNIVERSITY

·

What are textbook adoptions, and why are they important?

Mostuniversitycourses have associatedtextbooks that willbe used as curriculum.Tohave
textbooks available for purchase,facultymust"adopt" the textbook by placingan order at
the Bookstore.When adoptionsare submitted on time from faculty.the Bookstorecan
locatethe appropriate number of textbooks from publishersand other sources.
In order to havetextbooks and materialsavailable on the firstday of cl;issfor FALL
SEMESTER,
the Bookstoreshouldhavereceivedfacultyorders on April 15, 1000.
Adoptionsthat have not been made are now past due.

As of S pm, Monday,April 17, 1000, the Bookstore had received the
following percent of acloptions from corresponding departments:
College &
Department.

Total#
of Courses*

Agriculture
ADVS
ASTE

55%
89%
100%
28%
88%
95%

BMET
ECON"""
NFS""'
PLSC
PSB
SOIL

ACCT

42
35
86
53
41

BA

BIS
ECON>+=t
MHR
College Total
Education

257
60
10
62
35

COMO

EDUC
ELED
HEP

so

INST
PE

130
42
16
70
14
61
84
634

PEP

PRP
PSY

REH
SCED
SPED
College Total
Engineering

BIE

29
73

CEE
ECE

SI

ENGR
ITE
MAE

6
74

38
271

College Total
Family Life

62

FHD

FL

I

HENV

62
50
175

NFS"""
College Total
HASS

ANTH
ART
AS

ENGL

21
75
13
3
43
140

FREN

8

GERM

9

CHIN
COMM

GRK

I

HASS
HIST

7
39
8
31

HONR.
IELI
ITAL
JAPN

2
4

I

KOR

LAEP
LAS
LATN

LING.
MUSC
PHIL

POLS

PORT
RUSS

soc

SPAN
SPCH
SW
THEA
College Total
Natural Resources
FR
FW

29
7
3
13
151
12
36
3
4
32
15
9
10
54

783
28
36
40

GEOG

II

NR
RLR

33

RR

IS

ws

17
180

CollegeTotal
Science
BIOL

56

CHEM

108

cs

80

74%
91%
64%

28%
85%
6S%
55%
30%
97%
100%
74%
100%
95%
100%
61%
93%
100%
93%
87%
45%
79%
47%
50%
76%
92%
70%
47%
100%
61%
88%
64%
67%
36%
100%
100%
74%
84%
75%
67%
0%
100%
54%
75%
71%
100%
50%
100%
48%
57%
0%
46%
88%
58%
39%
67%
50%
84%
67%
100%
70%
96%
72%
89%
83%
45%
64%
73%
87%
47%
69%

26

MATH
NUR.S

117

PHYX

29
9

100%

I

100%

42
468

69%

1907

n%

SCI

STAT
College Total
USU Courses

5-year-old piano prodigy ready for big time
TRACEYA. REEVES

The Washington Post

When Kenneth Adams first
set down the Casio keyboard
before his 3-year-oldson, the
boy reached eagerlyfor the
electronicinstrument, his face
lighting up at the sounds it
made when he touched the
keys.
Jordan Adams plinked out a
jumble of notes, happily composing discordant ·songs.·
Unlike toys that briefly kept
the boy'sattention, the keyboard became a favorite.Day
after day,he'd reach for it,
sometimes playing for hours.
Alongthe way,t}1enotes
started sounding like melodies.
And it struck Adams:"He wasn't just smackingthe keys,he
was playingthem"
Jordan, 5, is still tapping, but
he's graduated to an upright
piano and a more-sophisticated
sound. No more "JingleBells."
This kid plays Mozart - without sheet music.
This summer, he'll play at
the United Nations and two
embassiesin Washington. Last
month, he performed for
Maryland Gov.Parris N.
Glendening during a celebration of the state's arts. This
month, Jordan's parents will
take him to an open audition
in New YorkCity for a chance
to appear on the televisionprogram "It'sShowtimeat the
Apollo" Not bad for a kid
whose legs don't even reach the
foot pedals.

56%

and goals. Users can alk about
their favorite pets, discuss
current global situations, or
meet a virtual tennis partner
or soul mate. Services such as
matchmaker.com and gotdates.com are becoming more
popular and more accepted
among students as well as
other teen-agers and adults.
Jodie Dominguez of Fort
Lauderdale Fla., runs the
Matchmaker.com site, which
encourages users to complete
detailed surveys about their
likes and dislikes and to "Go
meet somebody!" Dominguez
followed that command and
met her husband of six years
there. The site ensures the
privacy of members by keeping them anonymous.
Keeping user names a
secret is designed to promote
safety, which is a concern for
many using the Internet to
find promising partners.
Dominguez insists that with
the additional security,
Internet dating isn·t any more
dangerous than trolling for
Mr. or Mrs. Right in a bar.
"Atleast with the match maker, you can prescreen the
people," she said.
Ummmm, not exactly, said
Scuba, who has learned never
to let down her guard hen
chatting online with people
she doesn't know very well.
"Aftertalking to someone

Several variables impact the effective processing of adoptions including:
• T,mely faculty adopt ion submissions
• Out -of-print textbooks

With his talent still budding,
Jordan already draws comparisons to a young Denyce
Graves,Leontyne Price or
Simon Estes- African
Americans who helped break
the color barrier in classical
music.
·rt·s rare to find a child of
any age who is that focused on
anything.· said Raymond
Jackson.a professor of piano at
Howard University.who also
began playing as a toddler. "And
certainly,you don't run into
many African-Americanclassical pianists."
Jordan's piano teacher, Bella
Oster. said she certainly doesn't.
Of the 106 students ages 3
to 16 whom she teaches at her
European Academyof Music
and Art in Burtonsville,Md.,

Jordan is the only African
American.
Tm proud of them all. But
he is special,"Oster said.The
native of the former Soviet
Union began teaching Jordan
18 months ago, after his father
picked her name from the telephone book.
Jordan learned to read sheet
music soon after meeting Oster.
He practicesat least an hour a
day.And he plays as if he feels
the music, leaning into and
away from the piano, curling
his wrists up and down with
each stroke of the keys.
"This is a gift,"she said,
snapping her fingersto the
rhythm of Jordan's playing.
"Howmuch, how wide, I don't
know.But with lessons,he will
go far. I will teach him."

t

i

___________
intimately, you feel you know
them , but you have to be
careful," she said. "They could
be telling the truth or they
could be lying."
Scuba said she learned that
the hard way when she
moved with her family to Las
Vegas last year. She met a
man from the area online
and invited him to go out for
dinner or coffee. When he
arrived at her apartment,
Scuba said he sexually
assaulted her.
Nowadays, Scuba said she
provides online friends with
minimal personal information
while checking out their stories for consistency. She also
thinks people should consider
safety when meeting someone
through the Internet or in

_.!
person.
·when meeting someone,
no matter how nice they
sound or how long you've
been talking, you should be
careful," she said. "Don't give
your name. phone number or
address and never meet them
alone."
That doesn't mean the
relationship can't get more
personal with time. Meredith
Perry. a first-year student at
the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, said
she met one of her best
friends through an AOL
newsletter designed for people with shared movie interests.
,
"It seems like a weird way
of meeting people, but I am
glad we did," she said.
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WALK OR BIKE TO CAMPUS ON WEDNESDAY , APRIL 26
AND STOP BY OUR BOOTH C7:30-1 :ooi SOUTH EAST OF
TH E TSC FOR YOUR ...

67%

FREE PRIZE

FREE FOOD

* Basedon classinformation published in the Fall2000 Class Schedule.

*"'Represents depts. co-administered by multiple colleges.

pianoplayer began playing when lie was three.
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David Duchovny returns to himself
comedy to heavy-dutypathos
TMS Campus
to pure romance. Bobis the
Un-Mulder,as far removed
from Duchovny'ssignature ·xThe truth is out there.
David Duchovny.star of the Files·role as could be. And just
how freeingwas that? ·rt was
long-runningTV hit "The Xless (the chance to show)
Files,"isn't exactlya sucker for
schmaltzymovies.That. howev- warmth. emotion and humor
er, didn't stop him from starand more the idea of we're all
making this light fairy tale,"he
ring in a schmaltzymovie.
namely Return to Me, in which says."Andin order to make it.
he co-starswith Minnie Driver. we'vegotta believe.We can't be
winkingat the audience.
Carroll O'Connor, James
"It can't be any of this kind
Belushiand director/coof meta-performancewhere
writer/co-star Bonnie Hunt.
you are aware that the actor is
"I love this movie."says
having fun with the role. 'You
Duchovny,who's as tall, sharp
know,I reallydon't believe;
and dry as his reputation sugwe'rejust playingat this.·Early
gests,during a conversationat
on, Minnie and I decided that
the Four SeasonsHotel in Los
we'vegot to believeor else this
Angeles."It'snot the kind of
movie I'd run out and see. I
is just going to sink. That was
fun, to have to get myselfin a
don't run out and see ANY
movie. I shouldn't say that. I
place where I believedin the
innocenceof it and that these
only see the moviesthat come
to the theater near me, which
things could actuallyhappen."
is why I'm enjoying{chatting
Wherever the cast and crew
went in Chicago,people who
up the movie)today.
recognizedCarroll O'Connor
I'd be reallyhappy if I can
were quick to yell,"Archie!"Of
get the word out that this
course.they were referring to
movie is not what it seems to
O'Connor's legendary "Allin
be, that it is actually a very
complicated,tricky movie that
the Family"character.
"I will no longer get pissed
is both profoundlyfunny and
off at people yelling'Mulder!'at
sad at the same time. that it's
me,"Duchovnysays,because
not one of those romantic
here's a guy who has done all
comedieswhere you have the
sing-along.even though we do. these great roles.a great actor
who has nothing to prove.and
l'd be reallyhappy if people
to his grave they're going to be
came to see it, because if I
yellingArchie!'at him. That's
stumbled into it. I would be
just the way it goes. It's no
reallyhappy."
The film unfolds in Chicago reflectionon you. I felt sorry
for him, but he didn't get angry.
and it casts Duchovnyas Bob
Rueland,whose life is shattered and then I felt sorry for myself.
I was like,'Grow up! They're
when his wife Elizabeth(Joely
going to callyou Mulder and it
Richardson)dies in a car accidoesn't mean you can't act or
dent. Elizabeth'sorgans are
that you can't do anything else."
promptly given to others, with
Speakingof "The X-Files,"
a desperatelyillwoman named
however.the end is in sight.
Grace (Driver)receiving
Elizabeth'sheart. As time pass- Possibly.
After seven years of chasing
es. Bob and Elizabethstruggle
aliens.searchingfor his sister
to move on with their lives.
Eventually,they meet and, well, and seekingto exposea government conspiracy.Duchovny
you know the rest.
is ready to move on. However,
Duchovnyacquits himself
Foxis in a hole. what with
well in the film.displayinghis
"BeverlyHills,90210"and
range as the story veers from

EngineeringSurveying

CEE2240

KNIGHT-RIDDER

index# 10736

will be offered SUMMERSemester
Lecture: Tues & Thurs
7:30 - 8:30 am
Field Exercises: Tues
8:30 - 11:30 am

Reasons ta take the class in
Summer:
small class size
great weather
good time
Aggie ice cream
Prerequisites: Trigonometry and
positive attitude!

Instructor J.A. Caliendo
(ioa@cc.usu.aduJ797-2896
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David Duchovny star of 'The X-files'and the new 'Return to Me' is

uncertain about his ret11mlo /elevision in /he fall line-up.

"Partyof Five· both dosing up
shop, and it would seem only
prudent to do everything and
anything - which could mean
an astronomicalraise for
Duchovnyand finallysettling
the actor's lawsuit(over monies
from syndication)- to keep
"The X-Files"on the air for an
eighth season.
What's the latest?
·1 don't know;· Duchovny
replies.'Tm not under contract.
Everythingis up in the air. I
don't know if there's going to
be an eighth year. I don't know
if there's going to be an eighth
year without me. I don't know
anything."
Would he actuallyconsider

comingback?
"lt all depends,"he says. "As
an actor,creatively,there's
nothing for me to do on the
show.But I wrote and directed
one last year ("TheUnnatural")
and I'm directingone right now
("Hollywood,A.D,"which airs
on April 30 and guest-stars
Garry Shandlingand
Duchovny·sreal-lifewife Tea
Leoni)that I also wrote. It's like
an invaluableschool for me.
There's a certain aspect that I
would love to come back to. It's
like they say.'OK. here is $3.S
million.Go make your little
film.'You know.jeez, that's a
pretty good deal.
"SoI never say never.''

Sponsored by

UTAH

STATE UNIVERSITY
•
•

PRESS

Women's History Books
Mormon History Books

• Western History Books
•

Poetry

• And More!

Tuesday, April 25
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
TSC Patio

Let KellyServicesHelp

you findyour way ...
We are looking for great
people to help us tame the
wild world out there!
We have positions available
for various companies in
the LOGAN area.

If you are leavingfor the summerrememberto see us when you returnto school
If you are stayingfor the summerlet us help you makeall that
extramoneyyou willbe needingthis fall.
KELLYSERVICES-95 W. 100 S.#305 - 752-8816
KELLY@MOOREBCS- 755-4303
KELLY@ICON-

750-3654
·rernporary

. Services

I.ICON™

HEALTH

&

FITNESS.

[NC .
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College for home-schooled

·~iI
KOst
ot~

LIZ SEYMOUR

In homes nationwide, many
high school seniors are agonizing over where they'll attend
college in the fall. But few face
a starker choice than Jeremy L.
Sewall.
His options are the College
of William and Mary Virginia·s oldest and arguably
most prestigious institution and Patrick Henry College, a
campus geared for students
who were home-schooled that
opens in the fall in Purcellville.
Va.
.
Sewall's mother taught him
at home in Falls Church, Va.
He scored 1.480 out of 1,600
on the SATcollege admissions
exam, plays piano and bagpipes, and aspires to be a
lawyer.
He is impressed with
William and Mary's reputation
and believes the elite college
could launch his career.
Despite that , he is drawn to
being part of Patrick Henry's
inaugural class.
·r just believe that Patrick
Henry is going to succeed
beyond anyone's wildest
dreams," said Sewall, 18. "If I'm
not a part of it, I'll feel like I
have missed out on a chance
of a lifetime to get in on
ground zero.·
Michael P. Farris. president
of Patrick Henry and head of
the Home School Legal
Defense Association, had estimated the school would enroll
120 students in September. But
it has received just over 90
applications .
He said the school's admissions requirements might have
pu t off some students. Most
competitive colleges require
one or two essays: Patrick
Henry asks for three, including
one describing the student's
"relationship with Jesus Christ
and - personal walk of faith ."
Farris hopes enrollment
eventually will reach 600 at the
four-year school, which is being
built in Loudoun County.
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The price of the
;,#1 MCATcourse
is going up
May 1 st !

The U.S. Postal Service is
stamping out American culture. Hardly a week goes by
that the agency doesn 't come
out with a stamp honoring
somebody or something,
depicting an achievement or
noting a problem .
The stamps come in a
rustling, slithering flood of 5
billion to 6 billion a year :
singles, sheets. rolls, blocks,
booklets . Who can keep up
with them?
When Granddaddy was a
boy he could pretty well stay
abreast of American stamp
issues, largely by getting th~
parents of his friends and
neigh hors to save envelopes
for him .
Daddy could do the same,
although from time to time
he'd h ave to dip into his
allowance to buy unusual
issues from mail -order com panies .
No more . For one thing ,
used stamps seem to be
going out of style, except for
first-day covers, stamped

Class starts on campus May 13!
Get your books now and start studying early!

KAPLAN
~
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOLkeyword: kaplan
"MCATIs a registeredtrademall<of the association of AmericanMed<:al COiieges.

HEATED POOL
JETTED HOT TUB

SUNDECK
BARBECUE GRILLS
SPONSORED SOClALS

Management is dedicated
to providing a wholesome
social environment.Our
courtyard invites social
interaction. Cambridge
Court is fun, yet provides
for quiet enjoyment. It's
not just a place to live; it's
an adventure in living.
Restrictions are strictly
enforced:
NO SMOKING

NO ALCOHOL
NO PETS

COME AND SEE US

Tired of a fulfilling
social life?

Neither are we!

Jeremy L. Sewall of Falls Church, Va., tackles some homework for /zis

home-schooling. He is deciding between the College of William a11d
Mary and Patrick Henry College, which will open this fall.

Students will pay $15,000 a
year to attend the privately
financed college.
Nationwide, home-schooled
students in kindergarten
through 12th grade have
increased from about 800,000
in 1990 to 1.7 million in 1998,
according to the National
Center for Home Education. It
estimates that more than
200,000 home-schooled students now attend college.
Eighty-four percent of the
students who applied to
Patrick Henry were homeschooled at some point, its officials said.
Matthew S. Thornton. 18, of
Warner Robins, Ga., put off
college for a year while waiting
for Patrick Henry to open . He
took a job at a department
store and hasn 't applied to
other colleges.
·1 really liked the appren ticeship model," Thornton said,
referring to the requirement

that Patrick Henry students
spend half their time interning
on Capitol Hill or in other
public-policy jobs.
Thornton hopes to start a
political action committee
before running for elective
office.
Farris, a onetime candidate
for lieutenant governor in
Virginia. said many Patrick
Henry admittees and their
families feel loyal to the school
because they have been active
in his home-school association .
"It's as if their parents had
graduated from the college.
The families know us and
believe that we're trustworthy ."
Farris said. "It's not truly starting from scratch . It's really two
decades of relationships ."
Sewall said he planned to
attend a reception for students
admitted to William and Mary
before deciding. He has been
talking to his parents and praying for guidance, he said.

Postmodern:
Collecting
the stampsof 2000

Enroll by April 30th and save $50.

SOCIAL SETTING

to open

The Washington Post
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envelopes postmarked on the
day and at the place where
they were first issued .
Otherwise, most collectors
now buy "mint · stamps by
the block or booklet, pane or
sheet.
Dealers and serious collectors have open accounts
with the Postal Service so
that they receive new issues
automatically .
As the popularity of collecting has grown , so has the
clamor from organizations
and interest groups for
stamps honoring their
favorite people , places and
events .
The Postal Service gets
some 40,000 new stamp proposals a year . Many are casual, or too crude or clumsy to
consider, but most represent
the best efforts of sincere citizens and are taken seriously
by the 15-member Citizen's
Stamp Advisory Committee ,
established in 1957.
The members, whose
identities are kept confidential to avoid back-channel
badgering, wade and weed
their way through the pro -

posals and forward the bes t
to the postmaster general.
who makes the final decisions .
In the normal flow of
events it takes several years
for a new stamp to progress
from proposal to approval to
final design to printing .
Along the way every
step is guided by a dozen
selection criteria designed to
weed out such influences as
commercialism, special interests or trivialities.
There's controversy over
how the research money
should be allocated, and
some stamp collectors have
asserted that since collectors
buy many of the stamps , philatelic organizations deserve
a cut also.
However the struggle
plays out , the Postal Service
can be counted on to keep
turning out a kaleidoscopic
profusion of stamps.
To give an idea of the colorful cornucopia, related
articles present the prospec tive first -class issues for this
first year of the new millen nium.

FREE INTERNET ACCESS
CAMBRIDGE COURT APTS
provide DSL Internetaccess
and e-mail through an Ethernet

network. Each Cambridge
Court Apartment has three
outlets, which allows up to
three computers to operatethe
Internet at a time , without

(!Ca1nbribgc
(!Court
··

interferingwith the phoneline.
In other words:
•
•

Features

Furnished

Free Gas

AC

Free Telephone
Free Cable TV
Free Ethernet
Pool, Spa, Sun Deck

Dishwasher
Microwave
Vacuum
Laundry

384 Kbps
•
•
•

And Much More

ONLY $390 for ENTIRE SUMMER

753-8288
590 Canyon Rd. 1t1

www.cambridgecourt.net

NO DIAL-VP REQUIRED
No modem required - it's
much faster than a modem

•

•
•

Don' t wait to connect - it's
instant
Just tum on your computer
and you 're on the Internet
It won't tie up your phone
line - no busy signals on
incoming calls due to
computer tie up
Browse the web and talk
on the phone at the same
time
Shorter download time of
files and web pages
Check e-mail instantly any
time of the day or night

• Games & fun for
EVERYONE
• FREE Party for
seniors, $5 for guests
• Food and door
prizes
•Comedian
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TheBestof the Best
STATESMAN
AWARDS:

SPORTS
EorrOR
797-1762
sports@statesman.usu.edu

Athleteof the Year, Coachof the
Yearand Teams of the Year Lookin
the Statesmanall week for the winners

fourmoreAggies
qualifyfortracknationals
T~e good Themorethe merrier:
and bad

of USU
quotes
NEVER
BEHIND
/ Aaron Morton
"Win the
e x t
game ."
n

When Utah
S t a t e
University
assistant
basketball
coach Randy Rahe said this
before the season, I really didn't think this team philosophy
would be so successful. Boy
was I wrong.
As this school year winds
down, I took a look back at
the quotes that made it what it
was. This year had a lot of
twists and turns, successes
and pathetic defeats. Here is
the gambit of what I heard.
Quotes are sometimes more
interesting in hindsight. Take
then-head
footbal I coach
Dave Arslanian after the
team's final scrimmage before
the regular season .
"This is like a dress
rehearsal for our game next
week,"
Arslanian
said.
"Tomorrow morning we'll
make all our corrections, then
we'll be perfect. Perfect."
Maybe not.
Head basketball coach
Stew Morrill said something
similar after the home loss to
Brigham Young University.
"These two games are
going to be good for us no
matter what," he said. "We'll
be all right."
And then two months later:
"I'm happy," he said after
USU won the Big West
Championship. "It's hard to
imagine what these kids have
accomplished. I'm not sure it
will ever happen again. They
have been the most unselfish
group I've ever been a part of.
We don't have egos, we just
have guys that are good
men."
Sometimes it was what
they didn't say that told you
everything. No Aggies were
quoted about their 31-3 loss
to the University of Idaho at
Pullman, Wash . ,They went
straight to their busses.
Other quotes make me
smile because of what they
remind me of.
"I was kind of tickled that
he stayed in my way," Troy
Rolle said of his thundering
dunk over a poor Boise State
University player in USU's
final home game . "I was like,
'Nothing is going to stop me
from getting to this rim."'
Head women's
soccer
coach Stacey Enos is always a
pleasure to talk to, especially
after a big win .
"Wasn't that pretty soccer?" Enos said after whipping
BSU to reach .500 in conference play for the first time that
season. "We had a lot of fun."
While doing a feature on
overseas players, I asked
back-up linebacker and special teams player Jeff Mauga
why school is so important in
his family.
"My mom wouldn't allow
anything else," Mauga said.
Getting to know the players
behind the face mask is one of
my favorite parts of the job.
I will leave you to the
thrills and spills of summer
with visions of the future .
"I've met a couple of the
players, " new head football
coach Mick Dennehy said in
his opening press conference.
"The one thing that the
players have impressed upon
me is that you're the fourth
coach I've had here and that's
a damn shame. It really is."
"I'm confident he will
win ," Athletic Drector Rance
Pugmire said at the same
press conferen ce. "We expect
him to win."

Aaron Morton is the assistant
sports editorof the Statesman.
He would like to thank all the
gang at the softballmediashed
for a great season.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

AthleHcMedia Relation,

Utah State University's
track team qualified four athletes for the NCAA championships as they competed at
the Clarence Robinson
Invitational hosted by Brigham
Young University over the
weekend.
"The thing we want to do is
keep improving every week,"
said head coach Gregg Gensel.
"Not only do you want them
to qualify for nationals, but
you want the team to keep
improving and having them
qualify show us they are doing

that.·
Sophomore Brett Guymon
qualified for the NCAA championships in the 400-meter
hurdles with his personal
record time of 50.07. The
mark is the second best in
USU history, just behind former Aggie hurdler Corey
Murdock.
Freshman Joel Johnson provisionally qualified for nationals in the decathlon with his
personal record mark of 7,132.
The mark is third best in
school history.
Other Aggies who provisionally qualifed for the NCAA
were freshman Neil Warr in

the javelin with his personal
record throw of 211-11.25 and
senior Mark Calvin with his
second-place mark in the pole
vault with a jump of 17 feet
4 75 inches.
More top performances for
the USU men's team came
from junior James Parker with
a first-place finish in the
Hammer (228-02.5), a secondplace mark in the discus (18407) and a third-place mark in
the shot put (55-09.25).
Freshman Josh Sides finished
second in the shot put (5509.25) and freshman Bruce
McCannel finished with a second-place mark in the long

'We hada greatweekendanda lot ofgreat
performances.'
• GREGGGENSEL•
HFADCOACH

jump (12-06.75).
Senior Marcus Morgan just
barely missed qualifying for
nationals in the 1,500-mcter
with a season-best time of
3:49.59. Brick Bregeson also
had a season-best time in the
1500-meter of 3:54.27
The women 's team brought
home three first-place finishes.
Junior Shae Bair won the pole

vault as she cleared 13 feet 3.5
inches, freshman Tatyana
Hovhannisyan took first in the
triple jump with a leap of 39
feet 9.5 inches , and junior
Melissa Jensen won the 400meters with a time of 56.99.
USU's women's team also
had top performances come

Jumpto QtJALJnERS.
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Utah State swept by, Long Beach State
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic MediaRelations

Despite only scoring seven
runs in three games. No . 15ranked Long Beach State
University swept Utah State
University 1-0. 4-1 and 2-0.
The Aggies fell to 19-30
overall and 5-10 in the Big
West Conference while LBSU
solidified its second-place
position (34-17, 12-3).

LBSU 1,USU 0
The Aggies and the 49ers
battled it out in the first
game holding the score to
zeros until the sixth inning
when Long Beach's Jennifer
Springer stole third and then
scored on an RBI by Kristi
Fox. Utah State recorded no
runs on no hits with no
errors in the match-up .
USU pitcher Kristin
Hommel pitched all six
innings and allowed just two
hits, three strike outs and
gave up five walks, bringing
her record to g:.i2. First baseman Sandy Taylor was
responsible for 10 of the
Aggies· 18 put-outs in the
close battle against LBSU.
Kelly Warner zings the ball past a Southern Utah University batterearlierin the season.Warnerwas part of the pitching dual weekend.

LBSU 4, USU I
In the second contest USU
recorded a total of three hits ,
two coming from Heather
Curtis and one from
Stephanie Vasarhely. The
Aggies· one run came from
Tiffany Pugmire after an RBI
from Vasarhely in the sixth
inning.
Kelly Warner pitched 5
innings and allowed four

runs off four hits bringing
her record to 2-6 on the season. LBSUruns came from
Christina Zepeda in the first
inning and Erin Tucker,
Christina Ashley and Patricia
Espinosa in the fifth inning.

LBSU 2, USU 0
Both teams were held
scoreless until the bottom of

the fifth inning when LBSU's
Jennifer Spigner blasted a
double to left field to bring
home Zepeda who had earlier been walked and advanced
to second on a wild pitch.
Spigner then scored on a single by Natalie Walker to give
Long Beach State its final
run,
Sandy Taylor recorded the

only hit for the Aggies during
the game belting a double to
left center field in the bottom of the seventh. Hommel
held Long Beach State to just
four hits and recorded three
strikeouts in her four-andone-half innings of play.
Freshman Xochitl Ramirez
finished off the game recording one strikeout.

The Aggies return to
action Thursday when
Colorado State comes to
town for a doubleheader
beginning at 2 p.m. Utah
State will then have one day
to rest before it hosts Cal
State Fullerton in a three game series Saturday and
Sunday. Games will begin at
1 p.m. on both days.

StatesmansPoRTs
AWARos

At times the USU hockey club
had no peers in the RMCHA
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Sports Writer

First in league and fifth in the nation.
That's what the Utah State University hockey team accomplished this year .
Along with winning the Robin's Award for
organization of the year, the hockey squad
was also voted the top club team of the year
by The Utah Statesman sports staff.
A 19-game winning streak and a 3-1
record against archrival Weber State
University were two major accomplishments.
The squad was winless against the Wildcats
a season ago.
The icing on the cake this year was the
final game against Weber in a 5-2 victory in
the Rocky Mountain Collegiate Hockey
Association title game .
·one of the best things I will remember
from this year is winning the conference
championship ." Aggie Clint Stosich said.
"After suffering a big loss to Weber State just
one wee k earlier, we came back and domi-

nated Weber State in a 5-2 victory.·
·we thumped Weber all season," USU forward Ian Tracy said .
"My favorite memory of this season was
beating Weber in the championship game
and seeing some of their players cry,· said
USU goaltender Eric Moldenhauer.
Moldenhauer, a freshman this year, said
immediately after the RMCHA championship game that winning the title was the
best hockey feeling he has ever had.
The week after the RMCHA title game,
only 2.2 seconds separated the Aggies from
appearing in the national semifinals. That
was the amount of time left when the eventual national champions, Miami University
(Ohio), scored the last goal to keep USU out
of the final four .
Despite only placing fifth at nationals,
the Aggies weren't thoroughly disappointed.
Tracy said his team and the rest of the
squads in the West demonstrated they are a
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Aaron Burrell battles a ColoradoState University playerfor the puck

in the corner.CSU was one of the fe-.oteams that gave the Aggies trouble,

THE STATESMANSPORTSAWARDS

Today - Clubof the Year:
USUHockey

Jumpto HOCKEY,
Page11

Wednesday - Maleand
FemaleAthletesof the Year

Aggies1N
AcT10N
Friday
Softball

Long Beach
Utah State
Softball

Long Bead,
Utah State

(game

Saturday
Softball

7)

State

1
0

(game

State

2)
4

1

Long Beach
Utah State

(game

State

3)

2
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Golf
Utah State: 15th place
at the Ben Hogan
Classic

Ryan undergoes
heart bypass surgery
AUSTIN (AP) - Nolan
shortness of brea th and chest
Ryan underwent emergency
pains around 9 a.m. after takdouble -bypass surgery Sunday
ing a morning walk with his
at the Heart Hospital of
wife, Ruth , at the Dell
Austin.
Diamond in Round Rock.
The Hall of Fame pitcher
Ryan was there to watch a
did not suffer a heart attack.
game between the Texas
Texas Rangers spokesman
League's Round Rock Express,
John Blake said .
which he owns, and the
Ryan, 53, experien ced
Midland RockHounds .
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Aggie golf team takes
last place at BYUtourney
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

PROVO. Utah - Utah
State University's golf team
shot a three-day 922 to finish
15th at the Ben Hogan
Cougar Classic this weekend .
The Aggies' top finisher was
junior Kevin Blotter who tied
for 77th place with a threeround total of 231.
Blotter turned in scores of
80 and 76 on the first day of
play before concluding with a
team low 75 on Saturday .
Andy Miller of BYU was the
top golfer of the weekend
shooting 201, which included
a final day nine-under-par
63.
BYU easily won the tournament with a 43-under-par821. BYU was followed by
New Mexico with a 19-under845, and Fresno State rounded out the top three with an
859.
Other Aggie performances
included junior Mike Haws
who tied for 79th with a 232,
Chris Olsen finished 81st
with a 233, Casey Beck tied
for 82nd with a 235, Kevin
Peterson finished 89th with a
239 and Nate Blotter placed

90th with a final score of
240.
Utah State will be back in
action Monday and Tuesday,
when it travels to
Sacramento, Calif.. to compete in the Big West
Championships.
TEAM RESULTS
1. BYU
2. New Mexico
3. Fresno State
4. San Diego State
5. Tulsa
6. Colorado State
6. Wyoming
8. Hawaii
9 Air Force
10. Utah
11. Nevada
12. Weber State
13. Boise State
13.Southern Utah
15. UTAH STATE

821
845
859
865
868
872
872
873
879
880
882
893
900
900
922

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
1. Andy Miller , BYU
2. Manuel Merizalde , BYU
3. Scott Miller, BYU
4. Scott Hailes. New Mexico
5. Micheal letzig, New Mex.

201
202
207
208
210

Utah State Results
t77 . Kevin Blotter
t79. Mike Haws
81. Chris Olsen
t82 . Casey Beck
89. Kevin Peterson
90. Nate Blotter

231
232
233
235
239
240

-

QUALIFIERS
Co11ti11uedfromPage9
from freshman Sandra
Reategui who finished second
in the 200-meters (24.71),
sophomore Kristin Hillam
with a second-place time in
the 400-meters (57.29).junior
Karen Olsen in the 5.CXXJmeters, also with a secondplace finish (18:27.77)and the
USU women 's 4x100 relay
team with a second-place time
of 47.51.
Sophomore April Fisher had
a huge personal record in the
javelin with a throw of 151
feet. 5 inches beating her old
mark of 138 feet 8 inches.
·we had a great weekend
and a lot of great performances,· Gensel said. "The reason we recruited these freshmen was so they could get better and help the team and
they are starting to do that."
The Aggies will host their
last home meet as they prepare to take on Weber in the
fourth annual USU/Weber
dual meet held today in Logan.
The field events will start at
2:30 p.m. with the running
events starting at 4 p.m.
This weekend a few members from the team will travel
to Oregon to compete at the
Oregon Invitational held
Friday.

Malone
doesn't
wantto discuss50 pointgame

COMING

TO THEATRES

MAY 5TH

SALTLAKECITY (AP)Karl Malone played the first
game of Utah's series against
Seattle like he's determined to
finally win a championship.
But by Sunday. his career
playoff high of 50 points was
old news where Malone was
concerned . When it was mentioned before the Jazz practiced. Malone broke off the
interviews.
"Last night's over with ," he
said. "I just want to look at
tomorrow."
His teammates didn't wait
so long to start looking ahead.
After Utah's 104-93 victory

over the Supersonics on
Saturday, John Stockton
declared Malone's big game
irrelevant.
"He can't carry over any of
it and neither can we,"
Stockton said. "To put it into
perspective is difficult when
you don't want to look back.
We want to look ahead and
see what we can do to win this
game Monday."
Not surprisingly, the Sonics
were ready to look ahead, too.
"You have to say. 'OK. you
got that one but we'll be ready
to go at you tomorrow,"'
Seattle coach Paul Westphal

said. "Every game is its own
entity."
The Sonics spoke of their
respect for Malone and the
Jazz, but they were upbeat
Sunday. After all, the teams
split four regular-season
games, with each winning
once on the other's homecourt
"If we can win one here. it
can change the outcome of
the whole series," Sonics poinr
guard Gary Payton said. "We·
missed a lot of shots that we
usually make. Tomorrow it
might be different. We know
we can play with this team." ·
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Better Pizza.
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Get a large, one-topping pizza and the
price will be the time you order!
(i.e. 6:15 pm = $6.15 plus tax)
FREE
DELIVERY

·755-9700
910 North Main Street

FREE
DELIVERY

______
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CACHE

VALLEY

LIMO'S

AIRPOR

SHUTTLE

AVERAGING 13 TRIPS DAILY
Direct to the Salt Lake International Airport
♦

Doorstep To Curbside Service
♦ Call In Advance For Reservations

Cache Valley Limousine
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Rough and
Tumble

With Valid USU Student ID:
One-Way Fare - $35 (Reg price $39)
Two-Way Fare - $65 (Reg price S70)

Alm,e: USU's JessicaShurtz fries
to shakea University of Utah player, running towardthe goal.The
Aggies hosteda tournament that
also includedclubsfrom Weber
State and BrighamYoung
Universites.

. C h V 11
Servmg
ac e a ey

Left:JodiPetersenrecie--ves
treatment from a Utah playerafter being
struck in the head by a Ute stick.
She was later taken to the hospital.

---

Continuedfrom Page9
force to be reckoned with in
an East-dominated sport.
"This year at nationals the
West region had the best
showing - all four teams,
top to bottom, than it ever
has," Tracy said. "I think the
West is finally getting the
respect it deserves on a
national level."
Another positive point
this season was the sellout
crowds, Stosich said.
"Obviously a winning season and great fan base make
for a great year in any program, and selling out a
University of Utah game was
quite impressive because that
means almost all of the fans
at the game were USU fans."
he said.
Stosich said fans can
expect the winning to continue next year.
"Aggie hockey will again
have a winning season and
fans should expect USU
hockey to represent USU as
it appears in the national
tournament for it's sixth
straight time ," he said.

VISA

111liill,. E.

ZNCLAAsEN/
u,,,1,51111,,,m,111

HOCKEY

Since
1987

However. next year's hockey squad will be slightly different than this year.
'There will be some
changes in the lineup,"
Stosich said. "Nate Anderson
and Alan Babicky, aside from
an astronomical phenomenon. will not be returning
next year. Aaron Matern and
goaltender Mike Burgraff will
be gone as well. There are a
couple of question marks,
but most likely everyone e' e
will return."
A welcome addition,
according to Stosich, will be
Deryk Anderson. His season
was cut short by a torn ACL
in November. Anderson has
never played a full season in
an Aggie uniform but will
likely go the duration next
year, Stosich said. Anderson
contributed 13 points in just
10 games this season.
"Club president and general manager Len Bauman
and head coach Jerry
Crossley have made this program one of the best-run
programs in the country,"
Stosich said. "The fan and
university support we have is
probably unrivaled in school
history for club sports."

LOGAN-SMITHFIELD-HYRUM

563-6400
TOLL FREE 1-800-658-8526

SITht
:Srstft :Stat!"
Logan's
'Jf)rcmicr
tl[panments
... across
thestreetfrom
n1mpus.

720 North 700 East

675 East 600 North

HIGHLIGHTS
Help your special
student celebrate their
milestone in style ...
with a gift from the
Precious Moments·
collection by Enesco.
Visit us today to see our
entire A+ collection.

Coppin's Hallmark
15 N. Main
752-7851

0
0
0
0
0

PrivateBedroom& Bathroom
Desk, Bed& Bookcase in F.ach
Bedroom
2 PhoneLinesin F.ach
Bedroom
Washer& Dryer in F.ach
Apartment
ModemKitchenFacilities

0
0
0
0
0
0

cableTV Jacksin each Bedroom
InternetServicesAvailable
livingRoom
No ParkingHassles
Air Coooitioning
FilledApartmentI:oce.ntive.

APPLICATIONS
FOR
SUMMER
& N-EXT
SCHOOL
YEAR
irtalnw & ~tnutltig4 1fhiuburg4& ih;igqlttuhcr
For mor€ mformat1on,Call Darla
435-755-8525
or 1-800-335-5163

For mor€ mformat1011,
all Max

435-753-2900orJ-888-550-6293
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

TARZAN
REALIZED
LIFE WASN'T
FAIR ONE DAY
DURING
GROOMING
HOUR.
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·······•·••

Monday,April 24

Tuesday,April25

DilbertscoTTADAMS

eNational Anxiety
Screening Day, 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. in TSC
Auditorium.
ecollege Republican
meeting, 12:30 p.rn.
Senate Chambers TSC.

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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I FINISHED THE
PROJECT PLAN
WITHOUT YOUR

@l

!

I

YOU WOULD HAVE

;"

LIED TO ME ANYWAY, so I JUST
SKIPPED THAT STEP .

I

I'VE ALREADY
ASSIGNED BLAME
FOR FAILURE, BUT
DON'T WORRY, IT'S
JUST PRELIMINARY .

~

.,,

Wednesday,April26
ewalk and Roll Day,
Walk or bike to campus
and receive free food and
prizes! Stop by our booth
southeast of the TSC on
Wednesday.
esenior Send-off. Free

F.Y.I.
•MulticulturalCinema.The Bicycle Thief. April
26. 7:30 p.m .. Old Main Room 117
• USU will be hosting the SpecialOlympicsTrack
and Field area games on April 29. There are many
volunteer positions available. Don't miss a great
opportunity to cheer on some great athletes!
• ls college life stressing you out? Take a test that
may change your life. NationalAnxietyScreening
Day, April 25, 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in TSC
Auditorium. Plus come chat in the chat room.
April 24. 7 to 9 p.m. & April 25. 2 to 4 p.m.
Contact davebush@cc.usu.edu for info.
• Interested in Financial Planning? The NEW
StudentFinancialPlanningAssociationmeeting
April 25, 6 p.m. in Business 214. Come help plan
for next year.
•The documentaryfilmsBuffalo Bull and The
Last Buffalo War April 27, 2000, 7:30 p.m. in the
TSC Auditorium. free. Learn about the last
remaining wild herd of bison left in the United
States and why they are at the center of one of the
most heated controversies in the West today, a
contestation that threatens the very existence of
this great American symbol. Free information provided. Sponsored by Outdoor Rec. 797-3264
•Appli cations for 2000/01 UndergraduateReentry
Scholarshipsavailable Women's Center

II
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E
0
u

for seniors. $5/guests.
Comedian, food &. door
prizes, 7-10 p.m., TSC
Ballroom.
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AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

Undergraduate reentry women and men with a
five year gap or more in their education and a
minimum 2.5 GPA are eligible. Former recipients
are eligible to apply. Deadline April 28. TSC Room
310
•The Family Life Center is offering a free workshop on How to Buya Home, April 29 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Preregistration is required. Call 7535696 to register.
• Hospice will host a Satellite Teleconference moderated by Cokie Roberts of ABC News on "Living
With GriefChildren.Adolescents,and Loss"April
26 For information call 716-5349.
•Gem & MineralShow, Exhibits. displays &
demonstrations. April 29 & 30, Community
Recreation Center. 195 S. 100 West.
•Second Annual GoldenSpikeVolleyball
Tournamentwill be held May 5 and 6 in Brigham
City. Co-Ed teams no more than 10 members per
team. Registration Deadline April 21. Cost is S 120
per team. Questions? Call 435-723-3931
• The last issue of the Statesmanwill be on April
28. Any organizations who wishes to publish an
announcement on the back burner must have it
turned in before 11 a.m. on April 27.
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HARDCASTLE
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Washington
Mutual

Postage
Stamps

Money
Orders

WestcmUnion
Utilities
DropBox

AT&T
PayStation

51/tJr't°f,uG
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Gamelicenses
ATMBanking

Logan• 555East1400~Orth
(435)755-5100
(435)750-0258-Phannacy

Smithfield• 850SouthMain
(435)563-6251
(435) 563-6201-Phannacy

9 AM- 7 PM Monday-Friday
• 9 AM- 6 PM Saturday

6AM- MidnightMonday-Saturday•
ClosedSunday

MARKETPLACE
7-10.9

GoldenPuffs,CornBursts
or Tootie-Fruities

07..

7.25Oz.

Totino's
PartyPizza

WesternFamily
Macaroni& Cheese

Assorted

3 LiterAssorted

Hamburger
HelperMeals

Shasta
SodaPop

3 Oz.Assorted

4

Yoplait
Yogurt

Cinnamon
Rolls

__________
_,
Malt-0-Meal
Cereal

Choice

Naval
Oranges

WilliIn-StoreCoupon

I

OfferValidOnly Al Lee:sMarketplace
OfferExpiresApril 29, 2000

Pack

4 PackAssorted

2

Kraft
Pudding

Cap'nCrunch
Cereal

BonelessBeef

Rump
Roast

Pack

24 25 2e6 27
Tue~.

Thur

Fri.

28

Sat.

29

Monday,April 24, 2000

Voicesand Views

Statesman
Utah

NOM1 CHOMSKY,AUTI-IOR,1992:

•Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."

EDITOR IN CHIEF

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Life lessons
and raisins
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126
Number of
hours the average American
man spends cry-
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476
Number of
hours the averageAmerican
woman spends
cryzng.

l~=-,,.

410,078
Number of
times the average American
laughs in
his/her lifetime.

the day at home complained
of headaches and lightheadedness, and after talking to
the gas guy in our apartlearned
ment, we called the landanything
g o o d lord. He eventually offered
t h i s to put us up in a hotel for the
y e a r ? night until the CO dissipatH a v e ed, but none of us had any
you learned anything at all? way of getting there. We
Oh, that's right. We're here declined and slept with
to learn, so of course you every window open. I've
since purchased
a CO
have. Silly me.
Like many students, I took detector.
Next, we've had nothing
my 12 credits per semester
and worked a couple of jobs but problems with our rent.
to pay for it al I and had More than once, we've had
some incredible experiences to call our landlords with
along the way. The classes canceled checks, bank statetaught me quite a bit about ments or check duplicates to
the media and life in gener- prove our rent was paid.
al, but it was the outside They must have a great
experiences with work and bookkeeping system.
The coup de grace came
home that taught me invaluable life lessons. I'll share this past week. I called my
landlord yesterday with a
some of those with you.
little piece of
First up: Keep every piece beautiful
made constructive as opposed to of paper you sign until you paper that both of us signed
derogatory. I simply invite you to a) get your credit card bill,
in September which said I
consider what I have said. Thank b) receive your bank state- already paid my last month's
you very much for your valued ment or c) move out of your
rent. She went through her
time.
apartment. I have a bad records, couldn't find the
habit of letting those little
same paper I had, but added
Rob France yellow slips from credit or up al the checks I'd ever
debit card transactions out sent and, after a five-minute
silence, said, "Oh. Yep,
of my sight, but my Dad will
you're OK."
· be proud I thought of it.
Great. And the other
The last point - moving
out of your apartment - has roommates?
"We ll, it's been a really
been the cause of a lot of
The Art Department here at Utah State stress in my apartment this hectic weekend for us and I
Univers ity, along with campus planning, from time to past week. Our landlords
haven't gotten to that yet,
time procures sculptures to be placed around campus. sent my roommates and I a but I'll call her Monday."
The sculptures originally are on loan while an adminis- nifty little note saying we
So, it's a hectic weekend
trative body decides on buying them or not. On owed for our last month's
for my roomie, too. Thanks.
Thursday, April 20, I was horrified to see that Utah rent. This was not the first
That's why you should
State has allowed McDonald's (as in the golden arches) problem we'd had all year.
always keep every piece of
to provide McDonald Land climbing gyms for the
First, in October, we paper you'd ever signed. If I
beautifying of the campus asfart of such a process.
called the gas company in hadn ' t, and I don't normally,
The particular sculpture o which I speak has been an emergency (nasty gas I'd be out $155.
placed between the Biotechnology and the Biology smell that our landlord said
What else have I learned
Natural Resources buildings in an area that I once could wait till Monday) and this year?
thought to be the most relaxing place on campus. The they came to check it out.
Oh yeah. When you write
whole area is now DOMINATED with a bright yellow Turns
columns for the Statesman,
out
our
carbon
statue that loosely resembles how french fries are monoxide levels were about such as th is one, you get
arranged in a fry sack. This leaves me with several 10
times
higher
than much better responses if you
questions: Who even considered this monstrous monu- allowed.
piss someone off than if you
ment to consumerism? Do they still have a job? And
Hmmmmm.
Yeah, we don't. Hence my usually
when is the giant statue of Ronald McDonald set to be could have waited a couple
heavy-handed opinions on
placed in front of Old Main?
more days.
The roommates that spent /1J..mp
to l.JEL
Page14
Chad E.Junkermeier

EDITOR

While reading the section of the Statesman entitled
"To the Editor," it is nearly impossible for someone not
Number of
to notice that there seems to be a lot of contention
times the aver- floating around out there. I do not hesitate to say that
my favorite part of the whole news paper is the section
age American
of which I speak. I think that it is wonderful that we
have a local paper here on campus that keeps us up to
falls in love.
date on community, national, and world wide events.
I also think it is great that the editor has dedicated a
•UNITED
PRESS whole column to the students, giving us an opportunity to state our opinion on these current events in the
INTERNATIONAL•
form of letters to the editor. I would like to say, however, that it bothers me greatly to see that people use this
opportunity to simply bad-mouth another individual,
group or religion.
LETTERS
My fellow students, I simply wish we would not use
the paper as a weapon in our personal mud-slinging
Lengthslro11/d
he
wars and that we would keep our hateful words to ourlimited lo 350 words.
selves. It is very true that people do or say things that
All lettersmaybe short- bother or even offend us, but frankly, we all don't realened,editedor rejected ly need to know about it. It is clear to me that this letft reasonsofgoodtaste, ter may sound contradictive and even hypocritical in
~d11rulancy
or vol11me my writing a letter to criticise those who write with a
ofsimilarletters.
similar purpose, but I wanted to state that if anyone has
something to say that doesn't uplift, enlighten or minds
No anonymousletters
or promote aggie spirit, we don't need to hear it.
will bep11blished.
I do realize that sometimes a negative opinion must
be pub Iicly stated in order to make students aware of
Writersmust ,'ignall
important facts that concern the student body as a
whole, and I respect that, but may our criticism be
letters,with phone

About

n11mber
and student
numberclmrly slated.

Student puzzled by new
sculpture

·Last week of activities ·before finals

Lettersreprffimting
groups- ar mare than
on«'individual- must
hnw a singularreprt?senlatiueclearlystaled,
wi//1all neces::-ary
ID
and infommtion.

SoclAL CALENDARINGWITH ANN / Ann Bluemlein

Don't
be sad, but
this is the
last Social
Writers must W(li/ 21
Ca Iendari ng
with Ann. I
days befores11bmitting
am personSIICCt'SSive lel/ers- no
ally excited,
exceptions.
because this
means that in 17 days I am off
Lefter~can be Imnd
to safari in Africa (really).
delit't'T'ed
or mm1edlo
So in honor of the last colTile Stnl1!Slllllnin tire
umn, you should haul out the
TSC 319,or can be
planner, point this column out
e-mail«'dat
to your neighbor or simply ask
alitm@
someone to go do something
~us1udu
this week.
This is your last chance to
write down al I that free stuff
that is happening out there in
STAFF
the world. Take advantage of
this great column and have a
EorrOR•IN-ollEf:
great finals week (if that is posJaredSltrUr

Statesman

sible).

Monday - Guitar concert at
the Eccles Conference Center,
7:30 p.m., free with ID.
One-act plays in the Studio
Stage theater (the Black Box)
starts at 8 p.m., need your ID
to get in free. These plays run
through Wednesday. Go early,
seats ALWAYS sel I out.
Tuesday - There is a wind
orchestra concert at 7:30 p.m.
in the Morgan theater. Music is
good - they say it makes your
brain absorb more, so why not
go with a friend and THEN do
your final paper?
Plan your finals week in
order to make sure you can sell
all your books back. DO NOT
sell books back BEFOREfinals,
but rather right after. Don't
wait days and days or they will

have purchased their "quota"
of that psychology text and you
get less money because they
have to ship it to some other
school.
Wednesday - The Arcata
quartet (string instrument
music) plays at 7:30 p.m. at the
Morgan Theatre. This is likely
fabulous dassical music. See
reasoning to attend above.
The Multicultural Cinema
people are showing their last
film - "The Bicycle Thief" at 7
p.m. in Old Main Room 117.
Great film - in Italian with
English subtitles. Go and be
curtured! Foreign films really
open your mind to new things
and are GREAT conversation
topics afterwards. Take a date
you like to talk to and discuss
it over Aggie ice cream.

NE\JSEDITOR:

VickyCampbell
Justin Berry
CaseyHol,s,m
l'HoTO IDITOR:

A fine whine
SUGHTYOFF CENTIR / Dennis Hinkamp

l.iz Mauds/1'1/

Since I'm not
going to live long
enough
to either
WIRCIDITOR:
gloat or to have peo1.JlumBfllnmy
ple taunt me about
EDITORIAi.
BOAAO:
my mistakes,
I'm
JaredSler'ZR1'
Hmther 1-'rfrlrickson
going to make some
DougSmealh
needless next milleLeahCuller
nium
predictions.
This week will go down as the whiniest
Established in 1902.
of the century. Either that or the dumbThe Utah Statesman
est, but I'm holding that distinction for
is published Monday,
the upcoming presidential election.
Page 14, section B of USA Today,
Wednesday and
Apr ii 17 featured a story on oppressed
Friday and is the
sports utility owners. And, though I am
official student
loathe to make fun of any minorities in
newspaper of Utah
this PC world, I think this begs the quesState University.
tion "are you sure the exhaust isn't leakThe Utah Statesman
ing into your SUV?"
is printed on
Nuclear disarmament, human rights,
recycled newsprint.
end world hunger and now this? Yeah
Cof'vEDITOR:

flmllwr frerlnckson

So,

Tothe

Don't write letter
to attack people

6

SPORTSEDITOR:

SlATESMANSoAPBOX/ HeatherFredrickson

h a v e
y O U

ing.

FuruRESIDITOR:

13

we'll get right on that SUV oppression.
You know, I drive a big old van sometimes, my socks are smelly and some
people don't even think I'm funny, but
I'm not asking for oppressed minority
status.
According to William Brouse he is fed
up and he can't take it any longer
because the tide is turning and people
are starting to make fun of SUVs. Not
throwing rocks, slashing tires or monkey
wrenching of any kind, just "vilifying
SUV drivers." He has created the SUV
Owners Association and of course has a
web page (www.suvoa.com) where SUV
owners can seek solace from a cold,
uncaring world. "Say it loud, I'm big and
I'm proud." Right on brother, fight the
power.
You may think you are big and delude

JumptoWHINE.Page14

Thursday - There will be a
reception for the new outdoor
sculpture at 3:30 p.m. in the
foyer area of the BiologyNatural Resources building. A
catered reception is planned
and everyone is invited. WOW
- free food!
Come and have free food in
front of the Animal Science
building starting at 5 p.m. (is it
ok if I invite al I these people
Ted?) We have lots of hot dogs
- free dinner!
Friday- Just celebrate it is
done. Think of something that
would be nice and do it for
yourself - dinner out, a
movie, a picnic up the canyon,
destroying your textbooks (not
advisable), a huge nap, whatever. You survived spring semester! You deserve something

happy. I think I'll go out to eat
and then watch a movie with
my man (how about it Josh?)
Saturday - Get up early
and go to the Outdoor
Recreation Center sale! Starting
at 9 a.m. the center is selling
old equipment (which has been
rented and used by students).
They have sleeping bags,
kayaks, climbing shoes, etc.
The center is located just east
of Romney Stadium. Look for
cars.

Ann Bluemlein is reallygoing
to Africa with herfriend BobbieJo
(who is convenientlygraduating
from medicalschoolthe day before
they leave),to canoewith the hippopotami.To put yourselfon the
"e-mailfrom Africa" list, e-mail
Ann now at slzk7@cc.usu.edu.
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1 Dozen Roses Arranged
.Just $29 .95
Fred's Flowers
41 North Main
LO~~~• 752-6242

. ValleyView
APartments
Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

~~

lallW~
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Call

787-2100

ParkingRulesand
Regulations
Got YouTied
in a Knot?
Come have breakfastwith the Parkingand Transportation
AdvisoryCommittee. Ask questions,voice concerns,
offer suggestions
. Everyoneinvited.
Wednesday,April 26, 2000
7:30 - 9:30 a.m.
TaggartStudent Center
Center/West Colony Rooms- 2nd floor
ContinentalBreakfastServed
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Front-line drug warrior
calls for peace
SYI..VESTER
L.SALCIDO/ K11iglit
Ridder{fribwze News Service
I have
served on
the front
lines of the
war
on
drugs. I am
reporting
back that it
is a failure.
Last year I received a Navy
achievement medal for my
mi litary service in the drug
war. Last mo nth I returned
th is medal to President
Cli nton to protest his proposed $1.7 billion special
appropriation for Colombia.
Unde r the guise of fighting
drugs, this aid package will
dramatically
escalate U.S.
mil itary
involvement
in
Colombia's
civil
war.
Co lombians are exhausted
and disp irited after 40 years
of civ i l strife. In recent
months Colombians by the
millions have taken to the
streets in huge national
marches calling for peace .
Representatives
of the
insurgents and government
negotiators haveJ·ust returned
from a watershe 25-day tour
of Western Europe, where
they
explored
peace.
Increased U.S. military aid to
Colombia will derail this
peace process. More than 80
percent of the funds destined
for Colombia will be spent on
helicopters and other military
aid. These are the wrong

College of Business
Faculty and Students
to be honored
The College of Business will honor thei r fac u lty and
top students at an Awards and Honors Convocation
and reception the even ing of

tools to fight a problem that is
fundamentally political and
economic.
Moreover , the Colombian
military is profoundly ineffective and tied to right-wing
paramilitary forces that are
human-rights
abusers and
drug traffickers. The U.S. aid
package is a recipe for more
lawlessness and military failure on the battlefield.
Our drug-war leaders say
their goa l is a "drug-free
America." But three decades
of the drug war have shown
that goal to be unrealistic, so
our
strategy
must
be
replaced. Pursuing an unrealistic goal has resulted in
insufficient funding for effective programs, such as making treatment available on
request and providing afterschool programs for our children.
At the same time, we
waste tax dol lars on ineffective, expensive and dangerous programs such as the
massive imprisonment
of
drug users and the exorbitant
military-aid
package
to
Colombia. As a result, today
we have more prisoners per
capita than any other country, and Colombia receives
the most U.S. military aid in
this hemisphere .
The best way to help
Colombia and to help the
United States is to reduce the
demand for illicit drugs here
at home. his conclusion is
reinforced by my work as a
Spanish teacher in Roxbury,
Mass ., a low-income,
drug-ridd led
section
of
Boston - where I have seen
drug abuse among our kids
and witnessed the deleterious
effects of ovr domestic drug
war.
As an alternative to the
drug war, I propose a "Plan
USA" to provide treatment,
on request, for our hard-core
drug-addict populat ion that

WHINE
Continuedfrom Page13

April 25, 7 -8:30 p.m.
Business Building
Auditorium
Gaylen Chandler (Mgmt / Hu man Res .)
· COB Teacher of the Year
Marianna Larsen (Bus. Inform. Systems & Ed. ),
COB Advisor of the Year
Reese NcNeel, Valedictorian; and
She ila Nkonge, Scholar of th e Year
and Scholarsh ip Recipients

yourself you are protecting
yourself, but not unlike the
old West, there is always a
bigger, faster gun around the
corner. You think you are
safer than a Honda Civic? Of
course you are, but only
because you don't care about
the person driving the Honda
Civic. And you know that
sooner or later Peterbuilt is
going to come out with the
full time 18-wheel drive
Everest REI-Edition SUV that
is going to kick your butt
around the road .
Whiners of the m1llenium
part two: The name less
World Trade Organization
protester who complained
that he and his fellow militants were locked up and fed
nothing but bologna sandwiches and bad fruit drink for

fridoy
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Friday,April 28 .................
8 am - 5 pm
Saturday.
Apri l 29 ........IO am - 2 pm
Mon -Thu, May 1-4 .....7 am - 5 pm
Friday.May 5 .....................
8 am - 4 pm

Old
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-lostlntronce
&
lundstrom
Center
lobby
Mon -Thu, May 1-4......8 am - 4 pm
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This commentarywas
distributedby TMS Campus
News Service mediaseruic.es.

a whole day. I love them for
it, but I'm never quite sure if
National
Public Radio is
pulling
my leg or not.
Monday they featured this
sound bite.
"We were starving because
most of us are vegetarians
and veagans and we couldn't
eat the bo logna sandwiches.
And the fruit juice was, like ,
only two percent real juice."
Like dude, civil disobedience is your right, but if you
can't do the time, don't do
the crime. It's too bad that
prison doesn' t take special
order meals like the airlines .
And I didn't even mention
the stock market where hundreds of billionaires
were
reduced, at least temporarily,
to millionaires. Oh, the pain.
"Life is hard, wear a helmet" - Dennis Leary

DennisHinkamp's column
appearseveryMonday in The
Utah Statesman.

was the absolute worst time
to bring up a subject like that.
Continuedfrom Page13
There I was, just a student like
everyone else trying to mind
my own business, and I get
most topics.
I must say I'm quite sur- this guy from out of nowhere
prised at the reaction most telling me I' m wrong. Thanks,
people take to my ramblings. but leave it to a more approLast semester, I wrote about priate time .
I told a mentor of mine in
gun control. I forgot how
many responses I got to that the Journalism department
one, but it did instigate one about it, and he seemed realhelluva debate up here in the ly pleased. "They rememoffice . People from Provo bered you," he said. Yeah,
even e-mailed me. None of great. I'm thrilled. Could they
them were kind, but it didn 't not do it rude ly to my face?
Great.
matter . They read it.
In short, I guess I've really
The radio station. That one
only learned three lessons this
still makes me laugh. To think
year, which is more than
these two guys had nothing
most.
better to do during their
First, always keep every
morning show (for more than
one day) to make fun of some piece of paper you sign.
column writer at Utah State? Second, if you want responsI'm not sure what those two es, piss 'em off or make 'e m
were trying to do, but it think (you think I'll get any
response from this column?)
increased readership, if only
for that one day. Thanks, Third, you can always do
more than you think you can.
guys. I appreciate that.
Oh yeah. And everyone
Just recently, a student
approached me before the should eat more raisins.
second showing of U-57 1 in
Heather Fredricksonis the
the Taggart Auditorium. He
Copy Editor for the Utah
said he disagreed with someStatesman. She will spend her
thing I wrote four months ago.
summer reading, writing,
Wow . My words stuck with
playing with dogs and thinkhim that long? To think I
ing up new column ideasfor
made that kind of an impresfall semester. She welcomes
sion on people, even just one.
I was shocked, even though it comments at slr4h@cc.usu.edu.

LIFE

Sellyour books back APRIL28 - May5 and receive
AGGIE BUCK S! For every book you sell back,receive
an A GG IE BU CK GOO D FOR $1 toward the purchase of a new or used textbook at the USU Bookstore.

now exceeds 5 million pe pie. The Rand Corp. ha
found that treatment is 10
times more cost effective than
interdiction in reducing the
use of cocaine. Plan USA
would also discourage drug
use by adolescents by provid•
ing adequate funding of afterschool programs and mentor
programs. In addition, Plan
USA wou ld move to treat anq
reintegrate the more than
100,000 prisoners imprisoned on nonviolent
drug
charges.
')
With the proper programs
these people should be able
to return to their families anc,I
communities,
where the)/
could work and pay taxes. -'
We need to set realistic
goals - fewer deaths from·
drugs, less adolescent drug;
use, less disease and less
crime from drug abuse. We
can implement a strategy of
control. We can achieve a
safer and healthier America
that is no longer at war with
itself. These are not utopian
platitudes , but achievable
goals.
Other countries, especially
in Europe, are more successfully controlling drug abuse
through
public-heal!~
approaches. We should fol~
low their lead. It is time to
admit failure and end the war
on drugs .
As a first step, Congress
should say no to more aid for
the
Colombian
military.
Instead, we should take that
$1.7 billion and invest it to
support the peace plan in
Colombia and to provide
treatment
and prevention
programs here at home.
Weapons and war are not th~
answer .
Americans
ahd
Colombians both need peace
for their
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Canadian school knife attack V\fas
planned for Colunibine anniversary
TORONTO (AP)- A 15year-old boy accused of
stabbing five people at his
high school apparently
planned the attacks to coincide with the first anniver sary of the massacre in
Littleton, Colo., police said
Sunday
Det. Sgt. Ken Doyle said
comments by witnesses and
other evidence indicated the
attacks Thursday were tied
to the anniversary of the
April 20. 1999, shootings at
Columbine High School.
where two students killed 13
people before turning their
guns on themselves .
- The stabbings Thursday
began at about 11:21 a.m. the exact same time of day
that the Columbine shootings started .
Doyle refused to provide
specifics about the evidence .
Sgt. Leo Janveau said police
had "some evidence of planning" prior to the stabbings ,

which left minor puncture
wounds on four students
and a lab technician who
worked at Cairine Wilson
high school in Orleans, a
suburb of Ottawa .
Some witnesses interviewed by police would be
interviewed again because
of details they gave to news
media that were missing
from their police statements, Doyle said.
Classmates quoted in
newspaper and television
reports said the boy, who
was not identified. was a
loner and was teased about
his thick , curly hair and
acne . Doyle said none of the
people interviewed by police
so far had mentioned teas ing.
Also, a 16-year-old who
described himself as a
friend of the suspect told
The Ottawa Citizen newspaper that the youth had been
counting the days to the

anniversary of the Colorado
shootings.
The suspect would say:
"Seven days to Columbine ,
11:21. six days till
Columbine, 11:21," the
newspaper quoted the boy
as saying.
According to the newspaper, the witness made the
comments about the countdown in a taped statement
to police. But Doyle said he
did the interview himself
and nothing like that was
said.
"That is certainly not
what that particular witness
said to police , not as they
are stating it." Doyle said.
The stabbings took place
during lunch break. The
injuries were described as
minor puncture wounds ,
and the victims were
released from the hospital
later that day. The youth
also had self-inflicted cuts to
his hands and wrists.

He has been charged
with one count of attempted murder. five counts of
assault with a weapon. one
count of mischief and possession of a dangerous
weapon. He remained in
custody until a Youth Court
hearing Wednesday
The Columbine shootings
are believed to have
inspired other school
attacks. One came a week
later when a student at a
Taber, Alberta. high school
shot to death one student
and wounded another .
Several Canadian schools
had received threats of violence as the Columbine
anniversary approached A
14-year-old boy in Regina,
Saskatchewan , was charged
Thursday with threatening
to set off a bomb in a high
school, while other schools
reported low attendance on
the day of the Columbine
anniversary .

Raidat centerof stormas quietdescends
forElian
WASHINGTON (AP)- Elian
Gonzalez spent a secluded Easter with
his father, insulated from the clatter in
two nation's capitals and a shaken
Miami over the armed raid used to
take him away. "Finally," said his
father's lawyer, "some silence around
them ."
But criticism mounted over the government's tactics, with congressional
Republicans calling the actions akin to
those of the communist regime that
the Cuban boy had fled with his
mother .
'This is a frightening event, that

Rssociated

Utilh

American citizens now can expect that
the executive branch on their own can
decide on whether to raid a home ,"
said House Republican whip Tom
Delay of Texas.
A top Justice official said the only
regret was that authorities waited as
long as they did .
· We were forced into the action we
took by the intransigence of that family," Eric Holder, deputy attorney general, said of the boy·s Miami relatives.
"We probably should have taken a
decisive action sooner."
After a day of raw anger. street fires

Stu~~nts

and violence in the Little Havana
neighborhood, Miami fell quiet for
Easter celebration but was still a city
under tight police control after more
than 350 arrests Saturday.
"We will celebrate in tears," said
Sergio Perez, a Miami neighbor of the
relatives who kept Elian for five
months until federal agents brandishing guns burst through their door
before dawn Saturday and seized him.
In Washington, near the heavily
secured air base where the 6-year-old

Jwnpto EilAN.
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> PopeleadsvigilforHolyYearEaster
VATICANCITY (AP)- Pope John Paul II led thousands of
faithful Saturday in an open-air candlelit vigil for the approach of
Easter, lighting a twinkling flame shared hand-to-hand as twilight
fell over St. Peter's Square.
The ceremony, normally held in the darkness of St. Peter's
Basilica, moved outside for the Holy Year.
An estimated 20,000 worshippers gathered before the flowerbanked steps of the basilica, sunset lighting up jet trails in the
apricot sky behind the dome on a warm spring evening.
"Christ is risen!" John Paul proclaimed to the crowd as darkness
settled. "We proclaim this witness to the world. so that the joy
which is ours will reach countless other hearts, kindling in them
the light that does not disappoint."

> Several
tornados
strikeShreveport
Louisiana
SHREVEPORT,La. (AP) - Several tornados toppled trees and
utility poles and damaged numerous structures in northwest
Louisiana Sunday night, authorities said.
Area television stations reported several injuries but none
were immediately confirmed by Caddo Parish Sheriff's
spokesman Edward Vailes.
"There are still a lot of areas we have not checked, but we've
got major damage," Vailes said.
The storm knocked out power throughout the city, forcing
law enforcement agencies to rely on backup power, Vailes said.
At least one of the funnel clouds touched down in the heart
of the city, ripping up siding, shattering windows and scattering
the broken glass.

> 911 callshedslighton trainmurder
SINKING SPRING,Pa. (AP)- Friends and family say the final terrifying moments of Candace Wertz's life followed five years of abuse
from the boyfriend suspected of using his car to push hers in front of
a freight train.
"It's so horrible that no one was able to get to her in time to help,"
said Tammy Wertz, Candace Wertz's sister-in-law. "But something
should have been done about this guy a long time ago.. .. She tried to
get away from him and she just couldn't."
On Saturday, several sources revealed the contents of Wertz's frantic 911 call made before she was struck by the train Thursday night.
Carlos Angel Diaz Santiago, 22, was arrested Friday and charged
with four counts of murder and aggravated assault.
Another dispatcher who heard a tape of the call said Wertz never
gave enough detail for police to locate her.
The tape of the five-minute conversation reveals the two women
in the car were trying to keep their crying children calm. Police believe
the crashes heard on the tape are Santiago pushing Wertz's car onto
the train track. A scream follows,then the phone went silent.
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Who
Wants
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Supreme Court case pits gay Eagle
Scout against Boy Scouts of America
founding in 1910. An avowed
WASHINGTON (AP)- It
homosexual would not be a
took James Dale 11 years to
role model for those values."
rise through the ranks of the
But Evan Wolfson. who will
Boy Scouts. It took the Boy
argue Dale's case before the
Scouts only 11 days to kick
Supreme Court, said an orgahim out after learning he was
nization that claims to be
gay.
open to all boys and works in
Dale was a Cub Scout at 8.
partnership with public
a Boy Scout at 11, a member
schools "cannot discriminate
of the Order of the Arrow at
against any young boy or
13. an Eagle Scout at 17. His
young man because of his
mom was a den mother. His
identity as gay."
dad was a scouting commisDale. now 29. lives in New
sioner. At 18, Dale became an
York City and
assistant scoutmaster.
is advertising
But the Boy Scouts
'We've always
director for a
of America expelled
him in 1990 after dis- taught traditional magazine for
people who
covering he was cofamily values, ... are HIV-posipresident of Rutgers
tive. He
University's gay and
An avowed
declined an
lesbian organization.
James Anderson.
homosexual would interview
through his
faculty adviser to the
not be a role
representagroup and Dale's
at the
friend said the expulmodelfor those tives
Lambda Legal
sion was a real setDefense and
back for Dale.
values.'
Education
"(Scouting) was
Fund.
really so central to
• GREGGSHIELDS.
In public
his life, to his growing
up. to becoming a
BOYscoursm AMfRICA comments
man." Anderson said.
SPOKfSPf.RSON
over the years,
Dale has spo"They slapped him
ken highly of his scouting
for such a core aspect of his
experience. saying it instilled
being."
in him the self-confidence
Dale struck back with a
1992 lawsuit accusing the Boy and fortitude he now needs in
his legal battle. But he has
Scouts of discrimination. The
nothing good to say about the
U.S.Supreme Court hears
organization's treatment o(
arguments in the case
homosexuals.
,
Wednesday.
In a 1998 interview with
·The Boy Scouts of America
The Advocate, a national gay
says homosexuality contraand lesbian news magazine,
dicts its oath requiring scouts
Dale said the Boy Scouts
to be "morally straight." That
spend valuable resources
policy has withstood numerdefending their anti-gay polious court challenges, said
cy.
Gregg Shields, national
"There are often these drispokesman for the organizaves for kids to go to camp who
tion.
can't afford it." Dale said. "If
"We've always taught tradithey stopped suing people for
tional family values," Shields
being gay, they could afford to
said. "That goes back to our

WEBERSTATE
UNIVERSI1Y
Changing Minds
All Summer
¥More than 900 classes from Accounting to Zoology
¥Small classes with individualized instruction
¥Classes designed to fit your schedule
¥Evening and early morning classes
¥In-state tuition for all students
¥Ogden and Layton campuses
¥Fridays off for most classes
Four, and eight-week courses
4-week blocks -May 15 to June 9 ¥ June 12 to July 7 Y July 10 to August 4
8-week block- June 12 to August 4

REGISTER NOW
For information, call (801)-626-6054 www.weber.edu/summer
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Tangerine iBook®
300Mhz
64MB RAM
512k Cache
3GB Hard Drive
24x CD-ROM
56k Modem

$1440

+
$169
$50
--
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EPSON Stylus1>7 40i Printer
4-color (CMYK)
Approx. 6 ppm Black
Approx. 5 ppm Color
1440 x 720 dpi

Get $50 (U.S.) cash back
when you purchase an EPSON
Stylus®740i Ink Jet printer.
Offer good on purchases made
by July 31, 2000.

Computer
Solutions
Computer Center room 135
Monday - Friday 8:00a.m.-4:30p.m.
435-797-3357
current USU ID card required on all purchases

$1559

Offer limited to stock on hand
No substitutions or changes
~PSO~

1~
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DOUG.l.ASVILLE.
Ga, (AP)_
Samuel Armas·parents Jove to show
off photos of their baby boy,particularly one taken nearly four months
before he was born.
The photo, shot during in-utero
surgery to correct a birth defect,
shows Samuel's penny-sized fist
reaching outside Julie Armas· womb,
grasping at a doctor's finger.
That tiny fist has added fuel to
an international abortion debate.
appearing on anti-abortion billboards in Ireland and in even at
only 21 weeks - are viable a nd
aware.
Abortion-rights supporters say
the parents· decision to have fetal
surgery to correct spina bifjda is a
good example of how every woman
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send a lot more people to
camp."
Dale - who changed his
name before the dispute with
the scouts - is the younger of
two sons of Gerald Dick, a
lieutenant colonel in the
Army Reserve. and his wife
Doris.
As a student at a military
high school in New Jersey, "I
remember hoping to God that
I wouldn't be gay," Dale told
The New York Times in 1992.
"It wasn't part of my big picture."
Rutgers offered Dale a new
vista. His friendship with a gay
man the summer between his
freshman and sophomore
years helped him accept his
homosexuality. He joined the
campus gay and lesbian organization, becoming co-president after three months.
It was in that capacity that
Dale attended a daylong conference in 1990 on the struggles of lesbian and gay adolescents. A story on the conference in the July 8. 1990,
Newark Star-Ledger quoted
Dale describing his difficult
path toward accepting his
homosexuality.
The story was not well
received at the Monmouth
Council of the Boy Scouts,
which 16 months earlier had
made Dale an assistant scoutmaster of Troop 73 in
Matawan. N.J. In a letter dated
July 19, council executive
James W Kay notified Dale
that his registration was
revoked.
Dale demanded an explanation. Kay responded with a
second letter citing "the standards for leadership established by the Boy Scouts of
America, which specifically forbid membership to homosexuals."

thought it would," said Mrs. Annas,
28. "We wanted people to know that
when we found out about our baby,
it was not the end of the world.
There are options to abortion and
even to t,·aditional treatment.''
She and her husband, Alex, 29,
allowed USA Today in the .operating
room for an article on the surgical
team at Nashville's Vanderbilt
University.
. ...
.
Samuel was th e youngestfetus to
have the surgery, Doctors opened
his mother's womb Aug. 19, 1999 ,
and closedthe opening in his spine
caused by the spina bifida, cod1 ~.
genital disease that often leads to ,
paralysis and other problems.
·
As Dr. Joseph Bruner prepared to
close the womb, Samuel rolled over
and thrust his fist through the surgical opening, Bruner gently tucked
the tiny hand back inside and finished the procedure.
·

a

Free-lance Photograp her Michael
Clancy's captured the moment
·
"It shows a baby before when we
would consider it to be viable.
Clearly you have a tiny hand," said
Laura Echevarria, spokeswoman for
the National Right to Life
Committee. "With the notoriety the
picture has garnered, we·re seeing
people becoming more educated .
,
about fetal development. With that
knowledge comes a renewed respect
for life."
Abortion-rights supporters. however, say the photo doesn't hurt
their cause.
"This is one of the prime exampies of where it must be, betweell, •
the doctor and the family,"said_··. ·.
Patricia Ireland. Presfdent orthe- . ·
·
National Organization
Wo,men, ·

.ror

Fla. (AP)- The eightminute climb to orbit will
be as tense and dangerous
as always. But this time.
the seven astronauts
aboard space shuttle
Atlantis have a technological edge.
After nearly 100
launches and 20 years, the
cockpit's outdated
mechanical gauges and
four monochromatic
screens are gone. replaced
by 11 color screens and
attention -grabbing images.
In a launch emergency
where every millisecond

the normal green of
everything else.
With the old-style gadgets and green row after
green row of data, "your
brain is getting saturated,"
Allen says. Throw in glare
from the sun and the
vibration of the launch
and it's sometimes difficult to even make out the
old displays.
Allen says the "situational awareness" provided by the new cockpit
would have saved him 10
to 15 seconds of worry
about a possible emer -

counts. the new cockpit
could mean the difference
between life and death,
says Andrew .PJlen,a former astronaut who works
for shuttle contractor
United Space Alliance.
"Any time you can provide a crew with more

gency landing during a
flight four years ago.
The mechanical gauge
for Columbia's left engine
showed inadequate thrust
at liftoff Fortunately, the
engine was fine, but Allen
and co-pilot Scott
Horowitz didn't know that

data, the right data at the
right time. they can make
better decisions," said
NASAlaunch director
Dave King.
The new cockpit. patterned after those in
Boeing 777s, makes its
debut aboard Atlantis on
Monday. Liftoff is scheduled for 4:15 p.m. EDT
Atlantis' destination is
the international space
station, in urgent need of
new batteries and a lift to
a higher orbit.
The new cockpit is
probably the most striking change in the space
shuttle since NASA
stopped painting the
external fuel tank white
in 1981. It cost NASA

until Mission Control told
them. With the new cockpit screens, they would
have known immediately.
Until now, the cockpit
was "basically full of
steam gauges I call them,"
says Horowitz, who now is
the pilot for Atlantis'
flight. "Now we call it a
SPACESHIP."
"This is the way a
spaceship should look,"
he adds. ''And the nice
thing is, the potential for
growth is phenomenal.
This is like the first step
and once the whole fleet
is modified, you're going
to see some really neat
stuff"
Columbia is next in
line for the new high-tech

some $200 million to
develop.
Honeywell Space
Systems designed the liquid crystal, flat-panel
cockpit displays to mimic
the 1960s- and 70s-era
gauges, tapes. dials and
cathode ray tubes. Even
the seams on the old
mechanical globe are
recreated on the new digita! image. to make the
switch easier for shuttle
pilots.
Cautions and warnings
now appear on the
screens in vivid red.
13efore,warnings showed

cockpit. followed by
Discovery and Endeavour
over the next two years at
a cost of almost $9 million each.
The next step in cockpit evalution, a so-called
smart cockpit that will
not only display information but also recommend
solutions for launch and
landing problem, is about
five years away.
Other safety improvements planned by NASA
to keep its space shuttles
flying for at least another
decade include sturdier
engines and stronger tires.
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Activists
callfor actionon EarthDay's30thanniversaryOLD
FARKSummer
TOWNHOUSES
shiny government trucks presented a flashier image for electric- or natural-gas powered
vehicles. Visitors ambled across
the Washington Mall from the
Capitol to the Washington
Monument in a rock-festival
atmosphere, complete with
music from David Crosby and
others.
Politics was on the mind of
many speakers. Gaylord
Nelson, the former Wisconsin
senator widely given credit for
starting Earth Day in 1970 who
woreone of the few ties at the
event, encouraged participants
to ask every presidential candidate for an annual state-ofthe-environment speech to
keep attention focused yearround .
"We've had 30 years of
learning, experimenting,
rehearsing for the future," he
said, "If we don't (address environmental issues), we·ll flounder around for another 30
years."
The loudest applause - and
squeals - came for Leonardo
DiCaprio. star of the movie
"Titanic," who acted as host for
the afternoon of big-name
entertainment and speeches.
"AllAmericans can be proud
of the tremendous progress
we've made since the first
Earth Day 30 years ago," said
President Clinton, setting the

WASHINGTON (AP)Politicians,celebrities and
activists celebrated the 30th
anniversary of Earth Day on
the National Mall Saturday and
issued new calls to combat
global warming at the source.
President Clinton, speaking
on radio, blamed the
Republican Congress for failing
to recognize what he called the
global warming threat and failing to act on legislation promoting_clean and efficient
energy.
Vice President Al Gore, the
Democratic presidential contender, unveiled policy initiatives aimed at curtailing the
flow of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. These heat-trapping gases, mainly carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels,
are believed by scientists to be
contributing to a risky warming
of the earth.
Gore proposed tougher
requirements for power plants
to reduce air pollution, while
giving the industry the flexibility to meet the new goals. He
called for approaches like emissions trading, which allows
coal-burning plants that pollute
more to buy credits from cleaner-burning plants until the dirtier plants can meet tougher
pollution standards.
'"Wehave to stand against
apologists for pollution - those

who believe in the old politics
of environmental irresponsibility,.. said Gore, the presumptive
Democratic nominee for president.
David Hawkins of Natural
Resources Defense Council
praised Gore·s proposal for targeting carbon dioxide and mercury, which are not controlled
at power plants now. along with
trying to reduce sulfur dioxide
and nitrogen oxide emissions.
Hawkfos Seid he is interested to
see how Republican presidential candidate George W. Bush
responds.
Republican National
Committee spokesman Chris
Paulitz called Clinton's proposals "small ideas to help the
environment" and criticized
Gore's book "Earth in the
Balance,"which he said highlighted Gore·s "extremist ideas"
on the environment that would
assure that gas prices would be
raised 50 cents and our economy would crumble.
The theme of Earth Day
2000 is "Clean Energy Now"
and the multimedia stage and
nearby exhibit tents were outfitted with an array of high and
low technologies which use
non-polluting energy sources,
including wind, solar, natural
gas, biofuels, and propane.
Power-generating propellers
twirled in the chilly breeze and

ELIAN

tried to use whatever he can
another supporter. Rev. Joan
for his own political advanBrown Campbell.
tage."
She said on "This Week"
Indeed, Castro called
that Elian acted like a "very
happy, mischievous, normal
Saturday "a day of glory for
our people" as some 400,000 little boy" when she visited
Cubans summoned to a rally Saturday.
celebrated the father-and-son
Craig released two photos
reunion.
after the reunion, showing
Praising U.S. officialsfor
Elian smiling in his father's
their forceful action, the comembrace and playing with his
munist leader declared a
baby brother. The Miami rela"truce" in his enduring Cold
tives contended the images
were manipulated, but Craig
War-era struggle with the
United States, but added:
countered that they were
taken with a "disposable,
"Tomorrow the battle continues."
Kodakcamera" given to him
Elian, for once, was out of
by the father.
Immigration agents who
earshot of all the fuss. He
joined his father, stepmother
accompanied Elian on the
and baby half-brother
flight to Andrews reported
Saturday in private quarters
that when they left him with
at Andrews Air Force Base, the his father at the base, he was
"happily playing on the floor; ·
home base of Air Force One.
"They had a very quiet day, said Maria Cardona, speaking
a family day - I don't think
for the INS.
they had many visitors,"
Wailing as he was carried
Gregory Craig, lawyer for the
off in Miami. Elian was calm
boy's father, told The
on the plane, she said, napping on an immigration offiAssociated Press.
He said the family went for cer's lap, coloring and, at one
a walk and got a visit from
point, crying a bit.
In a national CNN-Gallup
the base's Easter Bunny.
; Elian·s Miami relatives, flypoll taken after the seizure.
ing to Washington soon after
six in 10 respondents supportElian was taken from their
ed the government's actions
to reunite Elian with his
arms, were rebuffed again
father. They were split on
Sunday in trying to get on to
whether the government used
the base to see him.
Elian was rescued at sea on
too much force.
Thanksgiving pay after a boat
That question percolated
carrying him and other
through Washington.
"I was sickened," Delay
Cuban refugees sank . His
said."There was no danger to
mother drowned.
"I will not leave until I see
Elian.... There was no danger
this boy," Marisleysis
to anyone. In fact, the govern Gonzalez, the 21-year-old
ment put these people in
cousin who acted as Elian's
danger by invading their
house."
surrogate mother, told a
Washington news conference.
Attorney General Janet
"I know he's not OK."
Reno, whose decision to use
With Juan Miguel·Gonzalez force was supported by
holed up with his two sons
President Clinton, said
and second wife at Andrews,
authorities had heard guns
the only accounts of Elian's
might be in the house or in
the hands of crowds keeping
state of mind since the
reunion came from Craig and
vigil outside.

Continuedfrom Page15
boy is staying, Delay said he
was "sickened" by the use of
force and said hearings were
certain on Capitol Hill.
"There was no court order
that gave them permission to
raid the private home of
American citizen," Delay said,
appearing on NBCs "Meet
the Press. "This has been a
b,ungled mess."
.' · George W. Bush, the presumptive GOP presidential
nominee, attacked the government's course earlier and
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott of Mississippi said he
thought "this could only happen in Castro's Cuba."
Sen. Bob Graham, a Florida
Democrat, said President
Clinton personally assured
him three weeks ago th at
Elian would not be taken in
the night.
"There was an insensitivity,
a crudeness to this, to do this
one of the most deeply religious periods of the year, to
do it at a time when families
are reflecting on spiritual values, to do it in the middle of
the night ," he said of the raid,
which happened at about 5
a.m. He spoke on ABCs "This
Week."
Holder, on NBC. said a previous court ruling upholding
the government's general
actions in the case, combined
with an order from the
Immigration and
Naturalization Service, sufficed as legal grounds for
moving in.
He acknowledged concern
by the administration that
Elian may be used by Cuban
President Fidel Castro as a
political trophy.
"That is Fidel Castro's history," Holder said. "He has
5hown that he has always

stage for the celebration in his
weekly radio address. He called
global warming the most critical environmental challenge
now facing the world.
'"Ifwe value our coastlines.
or farm lands and our vital
biodiversity we must build a
national consensus to reduce
our emissions of greenhouse
gases ...," he said.
Clinton said he will shortly
issue executive orders to:
- Require that federal agencies reduce the amount of
petroleum their cars, vans and
trucks burn by 20 percent over
five years. He said this can be
done with existing technology,
including the wider use of electric-power, natural gas and
ethanol as power sources.
- Subsidize all or some of
the commuting costs of federal
workers who use public transportation between home and
work by up to $65 a month.
The president rapped the
Republican Congress for'
allegedly denying global warming threat and blocking proposed remedies .
"While the science on climate change has grown
stronger, and the need for
American leadership has
grown greater, some in
Congress have buried their
heads even deeper in the
sand," the president said.
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W omen taki ng more executive
positio ns, but income gap still wide
WASHINGTON(AP)The "glass ceiling··that historicallyhas been a barrier to
advancement by women in
the workplace is showing
some cracks. a gradual
change backed up by Census
Bureau figures.
It's not enough to ensure
clear upward mobility for
women, say analysts and
women·s advocacygroups, but
noticeable enough to suggest
that those comfortable corner
officesand plush leather
chairs are no longer the sole
dominion of men.
Accordingto the latest government estimates, there
were more than 7.1 million
women in full-time executive,
administrative, or managerial
positions in 1998 - a 29 percent jump from 1993.
Approximately9.4 million
men had the same kinds of
significantjobs, but that represented only a 19 percent
increase.
"The glass ceiling definitely
exists,but at the same time,
there are an increasing number of women who are breaking through it:· said Debra
Meyerson,a professor of
management, science and
engineering at Stanford
University."It's proof that
more women are entering the
workforce."
Here·s more proof: ln
1998, there were 514,000
more women in executive
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positions than in 1997, compared to 392,000 more males
in such top-level posts during
that same time frame.
The broad category of
executive,administrative and
managerial positions covers
jobs from chi~f executives,to
mid-leveland lower-level
management positions, to
women who own their own
businesses.
Analysts point to a variety
of factors, including the growing number of single mothers
and two income households
in the workforce.Females also
make up 51 percent of the
overall population.
But don't confuse those
important gains in upper
mobility with reaching the
long sought-after goal of pay
equality with men, said
Wendy Rayner,chief information officer for New Jersey
Gov.Christine Whitman and
a member of the organization
Women Executivesin State
Government.
While the median income
levelfor men and women in
executivepositions both rose
at the same 20 percent clip in
1998, men made nearly
$17,000 more - $51,351, the
statistics show.
"There's a huge gap in
term of funding, salaries and
compensation for what we
do," Rayner said. "But what
we do have is recognition;
women are recognizednow

that they can contribute
equally at the boardroom, as
men. We are recognized for
that but we are not finished."
But while more women are
running their own businesses
and own seats on corporate
boards, the gains must be
viewed with caution.
Meyerson said.
A study by Catalyst, a
women's advocacygroup
based in New York,found
that women represented 11.9
percent of corporate officers
in America's 500 largest companies as of Mar. 31, 1999 a 37 percent increase since
1995. The Catalyst study also
showed the number of companies with two or more
women officers increased 28
percent, from 220 to 282.
Yet,men still hold 93 percent of what's known as "line"
officerjobs - high-profile
jobs with profit-and-loss
responsibility that often lead
to the top spots, the same
study shows.That means, said
Meyerson, that many women
who achieve executive or
management level are shuffled into ··staff' positions such
as human resources or public
relations.
There are an increasing
number of factors in the corporate workplace that may
seem neutral, but which turn
out to adversely affect
women, she said. For
instance, Meyerson pointed

out that women who stay late
for meetings and fight to
"defend their turf· in order to
stay ahead are looked at in
some companies as "control
freaks",while men with the
same characteristics are
merely considered "passionate."
"The exact same behavior
was interpreted in different
ways,"Meyerson said. "So
women managers got bad
reputations:·
The solution won"tarise
until women get more access
to the so-called "old-boy"networks,where many informal
discussionsand decisions take
place, said Linda Stewart, secretary of the Wisconsin
Department of Workforce
Development, a $2.3 billion
agency with 2,200 employees.
"J think you have to look
at income level clearly,but I
think you also need to look at
diversity of employment levels,"she added. "That will tell
you if there's been a real
trend in terms of getting
women employed across the
board."
Still,women are unmistakably making their mark on
the workplace in spite of the
income disparity,said Marna
Whittington, managing director and chief operating officer
of the Investment
Management Division at
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
in Philadelphia.
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EILAT,Israel (APJJordan·snew king on
Sunday paid his first state
visit to Israel, underplaying
the pomp and ceremony in
a pointed referenceto the
precarious state of lsraeliPalestinianpeace talks.
KingAbdullahII
escheweda high.profile
reception for the visit which
had been scheduled for
February but was delayed
due to escalatedfighting
between Israel and
Lebaneseguerrillas.At his
insistence.he met Prime
Minister Ehud Barak for a
scant four hours in Eilat,a
southern Red Sea resort
remote from Israel's
bustling center.
The young king.whose
country concluded a peace
agreement with Israel in
1994, made it clear that the
collapsedtalks with Syria
and the troubled Palestinian
track were making it harder
for him to maintain warm
ties.
The concept of trading
land fot peace.he reminded
Barak in his opening
remarks, "has been accepted
by auparties since 1991 and
must continue to guide us."
The Palestinianssay
Israel is not offeringthem
enough of the West Bank,
and Syria wants a prior
commitment that Israel will
return the disputed Golan
Heights.Barak says he first
wants to see the security
arrangements the Syrians
have to offer.
Since taking power in
March ofJast year, Abdullah
has tried to restore Jordan's
ties with the Arabs,strained
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28 FEDERAL AVE• LOGAN•

755..0857

by his late father King
Hussein'spronounced pro-Western outlook.
On Sunday,Barak
appeared sensitiveto his
guest's position, and avoided
pressingdemands for
wanner ties.
"Weare aware that social
and economicprocessesare
by definition slowand
require determination and
perseverance,"'he said.
But some of Barak'sministers said they wished
Abdullahwould do more to
warm up what hasbecome
Israel's showcaserelationship with an Arab neighbor.
'"Wewish it had been
sooner,"Regional
Cooperation Minister
Shimon Peressaid of the
visit,noting that Abdullah
had waited more than a
year since his coronation.
He added: "Wewish it were
in Jerusalem."
Abdullah said the circumstanceshad not been
right while tensions were
flaring."I didn't want our
visitto Israel to be used in
such a way that it didn't
promote peace;· he said.
Still,the sides radiated
friendliness.Abdullahtwice
referred to Eilat as a "beautiful city."He and Barakdiscussedplans for an intemationa1airport that would
serve Eilat and its Jordanian
sister city,Aqaba.
Barak'strade minister,
Ran Cohen. met with his
Jordanian counterpart during Sunday's mini-summi~
and later announced that
the countries agreed to
launch free-trade zone
negotiations.

MOSCOW(AP)- A string of victoriesin parliament has solidified PresidentVladimirPutin·sauthority and appears to be setting
the stage for a calmer,more conciliatoryera in Russiaafter the
frenziedconfusionof the BorisYeltsinyears.
Sincetaking officeas actingpresident in December,Putin has
persuaded once-combativelawmakersto do two things they steadfastlyrefused to do under Yeltsin:approvethe STARTJI nuclear
disarmamenttreaty and fire Russia'stop prosecutor.Lclwm~ers
also approvedthe nuclear test ban treaty on Fridayat Putin'surging.
'"Helooks invincible.The president'spowersare alreadygreat,
and now it seems the legislativebranch is ready to support him or afraid to oppose him:· said AlexeiChaplygin,an analystwith
the Center for CivilSocietyStudies,a Moscowthink tank. "It'svery
popular to like Putin now."
Some analystssay Putin couldjust be enjoyinga honeymoon
after his election by a wide margin last month. He couldface more
bruisingdebate, for example,when he finallypresents his plan for
the crucialand touchy issueof restoringRussia'seconomy.
But overall,observerspredict Putin willprobablyhave little
trouble gettingwhat he wants - whateverthat turns out to be.
While he talks of stampingout corruption,revivingRussia·sglobal
clout and trimming taxes,he is vague about how he would realize
those goals.
Putin has a key advantagethat his predecessorlacked:majority
support in the lowerhouse of parliament, the StMeDuma.The
Communistsand their allieswho dominated the Duma for years
lost their majorityin Decemberparliamentaryelections,and were
replacedby centristswho generallyback Putin.
Much of what Putin has done so far is dean up after Yeltsin.It
was Yeltsinwho signedSTARTIl in 1993 then foughtwith the
Duma for years over ratification,and Yeltsinwho first tried to fire
ProsecutorGeneral YuriSkuratova year ago.
"Thosewere all Yeltsin'sissues. Does that mean Putin will continue Yeltsin'spolicies?Who knows,"said ViktorKremenyuk,
deputy directorof the Institute for USAand Canada Studiesin
Moscow.
One policyPutin appears determined to pursue is nuclear disarmament. As soon as the Duma ratifiedSTARTII,talks began in
Geneva on further cuts of warhead stockpiles.
But Putin is treading cautiously.He insistsRussiawillpull out of
any arms control pact if Washingtonfollowsthrough on amending
the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
MissileTreaty to build a limited anti-missile
defensesystem.
.
"Russiawillensure its securityas it sees fit,"said chairman of
the Duma's defensecommittee,Andrei Nikolayev.'The ratification
of STARTUhas createda unique situation for maneuveringby the
Russianpresident,"both at home and abroad.
Nationalismmay prove the strongestcommon ground between
Putin and parliament.Legislatorsof all politicalstripes embrace
Putin'sgoalof restoringRussia'sinternational influence.
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1n Chechnya
attack policestations
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Visit our website today and enjoy full color ads of used goods for sale. Our
search engine makes it quick and easy for you to find what you are looking
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NAZRAN
, Russia(AP)Russiantroops have finished a
two-month operation to clear
Chechnya'swar-ravagedcapital
of mines, but rebels elsewhere
were stepping up attacks on
Russian-heldareas, the military
said Sunday.
Altogether,sappers and special agents discoveredmore
than 120,CXX)
mines underground or in the rubble of
Grozny'sbombed-out buildings,
the city'smilitary commandant,
Maj.Gen. VasilyPrizemlin,told
the !TAR-Tass news agency.
After rebels abandoned
Grozny in February,the
Russiansbarred civiliansfrom
parts of the city for fear of
mines.
It remained unclear what

Russiaplans to do with Grozny.
Some officialshave suggested
moving the capital to
Chechnya'ssecond-largestcity,
Gudermes, instead of spending
the huge amounts of money
needed to rebuild Grozny.
Fivemonths of Russianair
and artillery strikes left the city
a charred shell. Many streets
are impassableheaps of tomup asphalt, and the sewageand
electricitysystems have been
devastated. Many of its remaining residents are survivingon
gruel from Russianaid officials.
Meanwhile, Russia'stop
commander in Chechnya,
Gennady Troshev.ruled out
peace talks with Chechen
President Asian Maskhadov.
Maskh<ldov,
with whom

Moscownegotiated an end to
the 1994-6 Chechnya war,
claimed last week that he had
ordered a rebel cease-fireand
was seeking a peaceful settlement.
"We cannot sit at a negotiating table with him .... To sit a
negotiating table with bandits
would be a betrayal of the
army,"the hawkish Troshev
insisted on Russia'sNTVtelevision Sunday night.
Moscowhas indicated
recently it is seeking a political
solution to the war,reporting
some contacts with Maskhadov
through intermediaries.
RussianPresident Vladimir
Putin has said he would talk
with Maskhadov- if he gets
the rebels to surrender.
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Let's have the election today
DAVE'S
WORLD/ DaveBarry
Here's some exciting
news for you voters:
There are only six or
seven more months
until the presidential
election! That's right!
Just a half-year or so of
listening to the candi dates accuse each other
of being pond scum,
and then we get to choose one as our president!
Oh, it's going to be a fun campaign. It certainly has been wild and unpredictable so far,
hasn't it? I mean, just a year ago, all the socalled "experts" were saying that it was a done
deal, that Al Gore and George "W'' Bush were
sure to get nominated, just because they had
money and the political big shots behind
them. But guess what? This is not a brutal dictatorship such as Iraq or your cable company.
This is the United States of America, where
the PEOPLEdecide. And the 126 people who
actually voted in the primaries have decided
that the nominees will be: Al Gore and
George "W" Bush.
Of course both men were challenged in

the primaries. Al Gore was challenged by Bill
Bradley, former Knickerbocker and U.S. senator from the state of Suspended Animation.
He reportedly had some good ideas; the problem was that, because of his speaking style,
nobody heard them. He'd give a speech on
health care and the audience would wake up
days later, still groggy, saying, "I remember
him saying something about pre-existing
medical conditions, and then apparently my
head struck the floor."
Bush's main challenger was Sen. John
McCain, who got good coverage from the
news media because he invited them to ride
on his bus. To a normal, well-adjusted
human, a bus ride is not particularly exciting,
but it was HUGE to the media, because pretty much everybody hates them, especially
politicians, who generally would not invite
the media to ride on anything except an inner
tube floating just above Niagara Falls. So
McCain got excellent press, to the point
where some Bush supporters felt that the coverage was slanted, as evidenced by th is frontpage headline from the Feb. 2 issue of The
New York Times:
McCAIN IS SEEN GAINING ON STUPID
But when all was said and done, the winners were Bush and Gore, one of whom will
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USU's

Student
Shopping
Center

Bl.51NE£5
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797-1775
or 2417
at 797
-3359

ads@crnsu
edu
www.statesman.usu.edu
courseschedule.Groundflooropportunitywith
a successfulexpanding internetorganization
;
careerpotent.al.877-741-4448
www.ushock.com.

PLE 4.SE NOTE
Classifiedadvertisingdeadlinesare oneworking
day priorto the day publ,cat,on
is aesiredat 10
a.m. Cost per submissionis 1Ocentsper word
$1 minimum. Reduced rates for quantrty
insertionsare available.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and Agg,e Express are also accepted for
payment. Use 797-3359to placephone ads.
Advertisersshouldcarefullyread the classified
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or
classrtied. TheUtahStatesmandisclaimsall
liabilityfor any damagesufferedas a resultof
any advertisementIn this newspaper. The
Statesmanhasauthorrtyto edrtand locateany
classified advertisement as
deemed
appropnate.

HELP WANTED
$1500weeklypotentialmailingour circulars.
Forinfocall203-977
-1720

GroundbreakingInternetadvertisingteamthat
is expandingthroughoutUtahis selectingindi•
vidualswho have confidencein interpersonal
communication,confidentin working Internet
applicationsand are seekingsuperiorcompen- Workpart-timeto earnfull-timeincome. This is
sation.For
information
go
to
a new opportunrtyand concepton a product
wwwutahscape.com
that has been successfullymarkedthroughout
thecountrysince1953. Thisis nota MLMcompany. CallToddat 888-523-3557
Individuals wanted to introduce, distribute,
uniqueproductline locallyandnationally.Very
attractivecompensation
1-800-619-4309

SUMMER JOBS

Lookingto earnmoneythis fall In fun andexerting ways? We're seekingmotivatedcampus
leadersto promotethe sixdegreesWeb stte. If
selected,weII send you surprisesall summer
longand kickoff orientationtogetherin the fail.
Are youready?Writeto:
fundandmoney@sixdegrees
com now and get
the information
youneed.

-.
~0 -~.
.

MakeS1000a week
sellingEngineering
Textbooks.
Pleasecontactadmin01@abstextbook.com

Motivated?NeedA SummerJob?
Instructor
posrtions,providingsupportfor school
age ,nd1vidua.s
wrthAutisum.35 HourWeek,
Monday-FndayTumCommunrty
Services850
SouthMainSLC, Utah. ContactPam,(801)3598876

--~-

USHOCK.COM
seeksenergeticindividualswho
wishto becomeinvolvedIn the excitementof ecommerce No ,ntemetexperiencenecessary
Earn$9 • $15.'hour,flexiblehoursaroundyour

1-DAVFILM
DEVELOPING For All Your Insurance Needs,
UtahState
~""'"°',
UNIVERSITY
•;.--;;;;;,--.
BOOKSTORE
M~
,
.

Including Student Health
Insurance

258-5572

Lessons
That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a comm1ss1oned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medical and
dental care. management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities . For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
A,r Force Officer Training School, call
1-800-423-USAF.or visit our website at
www.airforce.com
www.airforce .com

OTS-8 (3-7i8" x 3")

be our next president, unless - and I would
not totally rule this out - the Constitution suddenly is discovered to be missing, and it mysteriously turns up a few days later in the
White House living quarters, and, lo and
behold , the part that limits the president to
two terms is GONE.
But probably it'll be Gore or Bush. Perhaps
you're asking yourself: Since we have the
candidates, why not just hold the election
NOW? Why drag it out? Why can 't we be
more li ke, say, Great Britain, which somehow
is able to elect an entire new government in
less time than it takes for our presidential candidates to agree on the lectern heights for a
TV debate?
The answer is that if we vote now, we will
do a great deal of harm to something we
Americans call "the democratic process," by
which I mean "TV and radio broadcasters."
These companies are going to be paid many
millions of dollars to air commercials in
which the candidates viciously attack each
other, day after day, month after month, until
nobody wants to vote for either one of them
except their immediate pets. This is called
"informing the voters."
To get you started with this process, here's
an analysis of the two candidates' strengths,
weaknesses and positions on the issues:
AL GORE: His strength is that he has been
vice president for eight years, which theoretically gives him a lot of experience.

CampStaffposrtionsavail. At girl Scoutsummer campsIn Northern/\I.. CampCounselors,
ProgramSpecialists,Ridng Counselors.June
1• Aug. 8 EOE. Call forapplication1-800-3522·
6133or seeWeb, acpgsc.org

Earn$15,000this summer!
Fastgrowing,Inc.500Companylookingfor
20-30moresalespeopleforseIect locations
acrossthenation. 1st summeremployee
averageearnings1999·$15,3041
EclipseMarketing,Inc.
CallToday(800)933-2039[askfor Byron)

NEEDEXTRA
MONEY?
EARN$18,000
PARTTIME!
Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reserve can help you
earn more than $18,000 dur ing a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opportunities to
qualify for even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training thar
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.

FOR SALE
HOMEFORSALE3 bedroom1 bath,Totally
remodeled Come and see, 820 East 100
North,Any questions787-4994$105,000/obo
Logan 1984 great mountainlocation,2 large
bedrooms. 2 baths, garden tub, large open
kitchen,Newroof w/warranty$27,900 1-800478-7355Impression
GroupRealEstate

USUStudents!
Buyandsellslufffor FREE
at www.nerdstuff.homestead.com

CARS & TRUCKS
1997Chevy4X4 extendedcab Flowmaster
exhaust loadedS19,995
. 1979jeep CJ7 rubber•
ized sprayedgreenV-8 $3,400ContactDavidat
245-0552

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.hous1ng101.net...
Yourmoveoff campus!

air station.We can take care of all your scuba
needs.Sales,rentals, and instructions.Classes
are year round,you can be certifiedin just two
weekends! Group rates available. For more
info.call 752-1793.

STATEWIDE
ADS

Lookingfor one girl to share housew,th three
others. Privateroomwasherdryer,microwave,
fireplace
, yard. NP NS ND Summer$135/mo
ADOPTION
ISAlovingchcice
. Wedreamofshar•
+util. Winter$200/mo+util. 792-4-129
or 750· ingourlifeandlovewitha baby.Pleaseconsider
0863
us to adopt your newborn.Expensespaid.
Carole/Artie
1-800-249-6130
.
Save$50 and rent summerand fall. Closeto
campus,privatebdrm.mgr. at Brooklane,645
East900North#1 752-4824.

ABORTION
? WHY?CONSIDER
adopt10n.
Warm,
secure
. lovinghomeavailablefor newbornbaby,
Pleasecallattorney
at 1-800-606-4411
A-746

Storageunns6X12,and 12X24fencedw/locked
gate, goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653

A CHILDLESS
LOVINGcouplewishesto adopt
newborn.We will providea warm, caringand
happyhome.Expenses
paid.Pleasecall,Iulie&
Joshtot\free.977.347.9705

WANTED
: Six WonderfulCollegeStudentsto
RentMy Beautifu
l Home! $2400/month
, 1 year
lease,5 bedrooms,4 bathrooms,3 knchens
,4
livingareas. Judy750-5860

CARSFROM$500!Honda,Chevy
, Jeep& sport
utility. Police impoundsand repossessions.
Current
listings!800-94
1-8777
, ext.C4798

Whyrent whenyoucanownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car

garage, firsttime buyersprogramavailable.Model
homeat 1800 North300 West, Logan,or call
755.
6699. www.yorkshlrevillage.com

M&WPOLEBUILD
INGS
: 20)(30'xt0'
, $3044.00
;
24'x36'x10',$3920.00; 30'x48'x10',$5560.00
.
Stallmats4'x6'x3/4".
$33.00.Manyotherbuilding
sizes. Kit, built, engineering,financin
g. Free
brochure
. 1·888-336-8824.

PREMIER
STEELBUILDINGS!
Senoosinquirers
get bestpriceIn west!1-800-973-3366
www.pre
m,ersteel.org

SERV CES

FOR RENT

discount available licensedand insured 755·
5139
Closeto campusshareapartmentw~h3 other
singlemales,4 quet privaterooms,kttchen&
tile bath.NS, ND,no girls. Off streetparkingbicycleshed,S175/mo.cleaning,securrty,& utility Certrtied JC Millenniumcut diamonds
. 88
deposrt. Inquire anytimebefore4:30 pm, 756 facets.CallJoel NelsoncollectIn SLC801-278•
North600East 755-0802
5230 jnelson@br.state
.ut.us

JEWELRY

ForestGateEastApartments
just $395for sum·
mer Callfor fall rate optionsor otherinformation 755-5911

Logan (435) 753-3943

GREATBARGAIN!$395 summer,$1995next!
schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr.at Forest
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642
.

ARMYRESERVE

(Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the
Miami Herald. Write to him do The Miami
Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132.
orders.)

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14
, $8.236; 50x75x14, S11,003:
50x100xt6,$14,551;
60x100.16,
$16,174
. M,ni•
slorage
buildings.
40.160,32un~s.$t6,534Free
AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
brochures
.
www
senllnelbu
ild1ngs.com
Sent
inel
SPECTRA DESIGN& SOUNDHaveAll Your
Buildings,
800-327-0790,
extens
ion 79.
Cassettes/8 tracks/LP's & DATs Digrtally
Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Offer the
POSTALJOBS $48,323
.00 yr. Now hinng-no
1988PlymouthColt$1100oboruns great
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWith
experience-paid
\raining-g
reat benefits.Call for
787-0877
Sonic Solutions No Noise & CD Prelists, 7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954
Masten
ng.PROFESS/ONAL
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
OWNYOURLIFE!!If youarebeingheldhostage
Cassette/LP
to CD=$25
by yourfinancesandemployer,
escapethecom1-Bdrm,2-bdrm,3-bdrm,summerand fall- fur- DigrtalAudioTapeto CD=$30
muteandrat raceby calling1-888-493-8888
ext
to Reel
1298Minimalfees.
nished,NextTo Campus NS,ND,NP- 752-2466 45-78rpmLP's/8track/Reel
to CD=$35
All duplicatecopies$10each.
RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
ForMoreInformation
Call Dave@ 770-2345or
for seller-financed
notes& deedsof trust, real
Cambridge
Court
Emailwebmaster@spectradesign.com
(Serving estate contracts,structuredinsuranceseltlements,lotterywinningsCascade
Funding.
Inc.1GreatSocialEnwonment
CacheValleySince1976
800-476-9644
HeatedPool
JettedHotTub
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDIT
worriesmaynow
SunDeck
quicklyqualifyfor loans.Stonecaslle
's a direct
SponsoredSocials
lenderthal cantellyouover tile phone-and
withonly$390 All Summer
outobligalion!
Call 1-800-700-t242
ext.374
No Smoking
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
NoAlcohol
OVERYOURHEADin debt???Do you need
Logan's only remanufacturerof starters and
NoPets
morebreaIhing
room???Debtconsolidation,
no
alternators.
We
have
our
own
tow
truck.
Call
Free Gas
qualifying!!!'Free consultation
(800)556-1548.
753-1776
or
stop
in
at
303
North
Main,
Lo,;;an
FreeTelephone
www.anewhonzon
.org Licensed
. bonded,nonFreeCableTV
profiVnalional
co
FreeEthernet
384 Kbps
WE PAYCASHfor lhe remaining
payments
on
Seeto believe
trust deeds!Mortgages
! Annu1t1es!Lotteries!
753-8288
800-490-0731.
ext715
590CanyonRd.#1
T.R. CONTRACTING
concrete,roofing, s1d1ng, 'Nobodybeatsourpricing!"
.com
www.cambridgecourt.net
framing,and remodeling.Qualitywork,student www.nallonalcontractbuyers
1990MercurySable4 DR auto, cruise,power
everything,new tires, 100K miles. Great stu•
dentcar.$1999713-4903

Think about it.
Then think about w,.
Then call:

BEALLYOUCAMBE~

Unfortunately, he cannot remember ever having participated in any official meetings or
discussions or anything else that any current
or future special prosecutor may or may not
find out about. He is in favor of education ,
the economy and the Family, and he communicates his views on these topics by speaking
in a style identical to that of Mister Rogers
reassuring 2-year-olds that they will not be
sucked down the bathtub drain.
GEORGE "W" BUSH: His strength is that
he is the son of former President George
Herbert Walker Hoover Franklin Pierce
Kennebunkport Bush. His biggest weakness is
that he apparently does not speak English, or
anything else, as a native language, and thus
has trouble when asked trick questions , such
as what he thinks. He is also in favor of education, the economy and the Family.
Both men are strongly against the use of
drugs, at least at this point in their lives.
So there you have it, voters! Your exciting
choice! Ointment vs. Suppository!
Only another 200 days or so, and you get •
to pick one! This is assuming you have not
moved to Iraq.

TRAVEL
BEFLEXIBLE... SAVES$$
Europe$249(o/w+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE
!I
Hawaii$129(o/w)
Mexico'Caribbean
$209(r/1+ taxes)
Call800-834-9192
www.4cheapair
.com

INSTRUCTION

Great student apartmentratesl Schoolyear/
summercontractsavailable. Call for specials Blue WaterScubaof LOQan.
LOQan
's official
753-8128.

DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
'Coast to
coastruns'Teamsstart42c-45c'S1,000sign-on
bonusfor exp. co. drivers.Experienced
dnvers
andowner operators
1-800-44
1-4394
. For gradualesludenls1-800-338-6428
.
AIR FORCEGREATcareeropportun,ties
availableforhighschoolgrads,ages17-27.Ptusupto
St2,000enlistment
bonusif you qualify'For an
FORECLOSURE!
OWNA pieceof the oldwest.
40 acresin stateof Wyom
ing. $29,900- $500
down.Ownerwill finance. River & fishinglake
access.Elect.available.OKto buHd
. CallBob1800-526-3284
.
WOLFF
TANNING
BEDS.Tanat home!Buydirect
andsave!CommerciaV
Home unrtsfrom$199.00.
Low monthlypayments.
Freecolorcatalog.ca11
today1·800-842-1310
V
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GREATPICTURE

Toy Story 2
(G)
Nightly 7:00 Fri-Sat-'Vlon 2:45, 4:45

Fat acceptance:

those hot numbers? A dozen
or more slides later, the lady
. i (A)"Best Picture." with Kevin Spac;Jjy,
disappears and then returns:
I
8<a5tActor
1
It's
9:15
in
the
morning
and
this
time svelte in a long1
Nightly 9:00
a
fat
lady
in
a
billowing
black
sleeved
black dress with a
Wi,MliiWMiliSP.l·i.±.fl•l•1'
skirt has come to talk about
gold-tasseled belt that accenbody image. Slide images click tuates her slender waist.
onto a screen: sleek-lined
"What happened?" says
MOVIE
ee37
NO. women selling cigarettes, sellJasmine Lopez, sputtering.
HOTLINE inefour MAINing cosmetics, selling low-calo- Lopez, like the other 100 sev753-6444Theaters
U rie fudge pops.
enth-graders in the media
•No woman looks like
center at East Hartford (Conn.)
Digital Surround
that," she intones. "This is
Middle School has been jolted
Soun~ ir-tanTheaters
totally inappropriate."
awake. "Did you change your
CIDER
HOUSE
RULES
(PG-13)
The words wash over the
clothes? Did you change your
Mon-Thurs7:00, 9:20 Mon 2:00, 4:30
seventh-graders, catatonic at
hair too?"
GREEN
MILE<•>
Mon-11us&30
this hour anyway. Some wonLisa Berzins, a psychologist
der idly: What is it with this
and eating disorders expert.
TheJIGGER
MOVIE(GMmi-thn100
fat lady? ls she jealous of
smiles. The fat suit she has
Manlal0,4'10
been using in her talks since
~HENEXTBEST
THING
(PG-13)
Mon-lhn
7'20,9:30Mon2:20,4:20
1994 has worked its magic
once again, jarring loose the
THEWHOLE
NINEYARDS
<R)
Mon-lhn
7:10,9:10 Mon
200,4.00
preconceptions kids carry
around about fat people.
"How many had a different
reaction to me when I was
I Spend at least $25 in tokens and 1 fat?" asks Berzins.
Almost every hand goes
skyward.
"What was that differI
I
ence?"
she asks.
I
I
The kids are honest. They
I
I tell Berzins tey were less comI
I fortable talking
I
===--..-;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:::=~
I with her when she was fat.
I
I They say that they might not
I
I want to be seen with her, that
they might be embarrassed to
be with her.
Lopez explains that as a fat
person. Berzins was simply a
lot less appealing. "It seemed
like she was dull," says Lopez,
"that she didn't have much to
live for, that she was lonely."
Matthew Rondinone.
another student, says he
KATHLEENMEGAN

American Beaw

The WashingtonPost

¢
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receive 10% off
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N. MAIN
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MON . •SAT
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753-1541

Elementary children learn about
body images in media, society

noticed that when Berzins was
fat, "the kids were slouching.
They weren't paying attention." But when she was thin.
"Everybody was sitting up tall.
Their eyes were glued to her."
He says he sees this happening all the time in school:
Kids don't have much interest
in fat people, but if it's a skinny kid they listen up.
Only half-joking. Quinn
Clark, a seventh-grader in the
front row, tells Berzins,
"When you were big, I didn't
want to touch you."
Berzins responds, "Exactly.
Not only do people not want
to touch you, they don't want
to be with you."
This is all part of the discrimination that overweight
people often face, Berzins
says. It's as real and as wrong
as discrimination based on
race, religion or gender, but it
is seldom addressed, she says.
Because of these attitudes,
Berzins says that when she
wears her fat suit, she isn't
comfortable with her body
image.
The poufy suit, made up
partly of a sleeping bag and
other stuffing, snaps on
beneath her clothes and gives
her the rounded curves of a
Lisa Berzins shows a group of seventh-gradersthe fat suit tliat slie keeps
person weighing 220 pounds. in a gym bag when nc>tin 11,e.
Although weight and body
she says, is, "You don't look
practitioner at East Hartford
size are major preoccupations
quite so good as you are, but if
Middle School, says as girls
among much of the populayou buy this product then you
make the transition into
tion, the subject continues to
will look more like the person
young womanhood. they frebe of greatest concern to midin this ad."
quently become "extremely
dle-schoolers, particularly to
Berzins says studies have
upset" about the natural
girls whose bodies are changshown
that a girl's opinion of
weight
gain
of
10
to
15
ing at a rapid pace.
herself and her body actually
pounds.
Janet Roberts. the nurse
declines after viewing magaPressured by the media
zine pictures of models.
images of unhealthily skinny
Otherstudies have shown, she
models and also by their persays, that while there is no difceptions that boys like thin
ference in the rate of depresgirls more, many girls set out
sion among girls and boys
on diets to look more like
before puberty, 15-year-old
their idols. Along the way,
they sometimes develop eating girls are twice as likely as boys
at that age to be depressed .
disorders, such as anorexia or
Berzins says people often
bulimia.
associate morality with eating.
"It's such a shame because
"Yousay, all I've had today is a
(adolescence) should be a time
salad and an
when girls are celapple, I've been so
ebrating the
'When you were good," says
changes that hap•••
pen in their bodbig, I didn't want Berzins. "Or, I've
been so bad. I ate
ies," says Berzins.
to touch you.'
a whole box of
"Instead, they
cookies.
begin a lifelong
Tomorrow, I'll be
battle with
• QUINN CIARK •
good."
weight:·
SFYf}-ffH-GR,\f)fJl
Several of the
Boys, too, are
seven th-graders
often are preoccusay they know girls who are
pied with their own weight,
on diets who probably don't
Berzins says. For them, being
need to be. Damaris Diaz says
too thin is as great a problem
she is not on a diet. but she
as being too heavy.
knows of girls who don't eat
Berzins' presentation is
breakfast and lunch because
aimed at helping kids underthey don 't want to get fat.
stand the way their ideas
Both Diaz and Lopez say,
about body shape and size are
however, they are comfortable
influenced by the media and
with their body sizes and
to help them become more
aren't trying to lose weight.
comfortable with their body
Maritza Burrows. another
size, whatever it is.
seventh-grader, says she plays
"Of course you all know
a lot of sports and doesn't
that the media uses advertisworry about her weight. "I
ing as a way to get you to buy
feel like I'm in shape."
their products," Berzins tells
Berzins says developing
the group. "But probably you
healthful eating habits and
haven't really thought about
keeping physically active is the
the way that they do that."
best approach for girls.
As she clicks through slides
"Be as healthy as you can
of women baring portions of
in the body you have," says
ultra-slender bodies, Berzins
Berzins. "Eat your food and go
explains, "Look at the way
out to play."
they use thinness and a cerLopez says the fat suit
tain body to make women feel
helped her remember the
kind of insecure about their
basic lesson: "Don't judge a
bodies."
person by how they look."
The message women get,

If you are worried about:
Speeding up your Graduation,
Making up Credits, Adding additional
Courses or Minors, Getting a Head Start
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Manarrestedin New
Mexico
pilgrimage
deaths
ALCALDE,N.M. (AP)After issuing an appeal for
help, state police received a
tip Sunday that led to the
arrest of a man accused of
shooting to death two teenagers making a spiritual pilgrimage to a church where
thousands of people hope for
miracles.
Carlos Herrera, 19, was
arrested at a friend's home
around 2:40 a.m., state police
Sgt. Royleen Ross-Weaver said.
Ross-Weaver said Herrera
was an acquaintance of the
17-year-old shooting victims.
high school sweethearts
Richard Martinez and Karen
Castanon. She did not elaborate. The teens· bodies were
found Friday.
"We received bits and
pieces from different people ,
put it together and started

pursuing the information,"
Ross-Weaver said. "We were
able to develop the suspect
and we also have physical evidence linking him to the
crime."
She wouldn't comment on
a motive.
Ray Martinez, father of the
slain boy, said his son did not
associate with Herrera .
The arrest gave only brief
comfort on a painful Easter. ,
he said.
"These kids were beautiful.
They were drug-free, alcoholfree. like peanut butter and
jelly," he said.
The teen -agers were among
thousands of pilgrims making
the annual spiritual trek to
the Santuario de Chimayo, a
small Roman Catholic church
in the village of Chimayo that
is said to contain healing dirt.

